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ABSTRACTRACT

Approximately 14,500 years ago, Pleistocene Lake Bonneville discharged 4750 km 3 of water

over the divide between the closed Bonneville Basin and the watershed of the Snake River. The

resulting flood, emanating from the divide at Red Rock Pass, Idaho, followed the present courses of

Marsh Creek, the Portneuf River, and the Snake and Columbia Rivers before reaching the Pacific

Ocean. For the 1100 kilometers between Red Rock Pass and Lewiston, Idaho, the Bonneville Flood left

a spectacular array of flood features that have allowed for geologic reconstruction and quantitative

evaluation of many aspects of the flood hydrology, hydraulics, and sediment transport.

Geologic evidence of maximum flood stages in conjunction with step-backwater modeling

provides for peak discharge estimates and understanding of local hydraulic flow conditions for ten

separate reaches along the flood route. Peak discharge was approximately 1.0 million m 3-sec-1 at the

Lake Bonneville outlet near Red Rock Pass. Downstream, the maximum discharge had attenuated to

0.57-0.62 million m 3-sec4 by arrival at Lewiston. Attenuation was primarily the result of flow storage

in the wide alluvial valleys of the western Snake River Plain. The local hydraulic conditions (depth and

velocity) of the Bonneville Flood varied significantly within and between the study reaches. The rate of

energy expenditure was also highly varied; local calculated stream-power values ranged from less than

10 watts•m2 to 100,000 watts.m2 . Greater than 60% of the total energy loss at peak discharge was

expended in a total distance that encompassed less than 10% of the flood route.

These spatial variations in local hydraulic conditions were profoundly important in controlling

the distribution of flood processes and features. The deposition of tractively-transported cobbles and

boulders (measured diameters ranged from less than 10 cm to greater than 10 m) occurred in reaches of

decreasing flow energy within quantitatively-definable limits of flow energy. Areas of erosion are more

difficult to precisely evaluate; however, they were restricted to reaches of greater stream power. It is

likely that cavitation was an important erosional agent in many areas of most intense flow conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

Philosophical Context

In 1952, Strahler proposed that if geomorphology was to remain a viable science that could

command the respect of scientists in other disciplines, it must become a more quantitative endeavor and

examine phenomena from the perspective of fundamental physical principles. He exhorted "that

geomorphic processes be treated as gravitational or molecular shear stresses acting upon elastic, plastic

or fluid earth materials...". Strahler's influence was a key factor in shaping the modern doctrine of

"quantitative geomorphology". From a viewpoint taken almost 40 years later, I think this "swing to the

quantitative" (Mackin, 1963, p. 35) has been a partial success; successful in that many geologic

processes are more fully understood in terms of fundamental physical precepts. For example, there have

been many elegant analyses of sediment transport (eolian and fluvial) utilizing principles of mechanics,

fluid dynamics, kinematic wave theory, and statistical theory that have explained aspects of phenomena

observed in nature.

However, such analyses are by necessity reductionist. Only under very idealized conditions can

natural geologic processes be understood in a manner derived entirely from first principles and remain

tractable. Hence, such studies invariably deal in systems with extremely simple boundary conditions,

that are temporally and spatially stable, and where all the operating processes are assumed to be known

and can be directly measured. Consequently, such studies have focused on processes that occur

frequently, and at scales that are small. Much has been learned regarding many types of processes, but

only under very restricted conditions. It isn't yet clear how, if even possible, to extrapolate and link

results of such studies to achieve understanding of geomorphic processes that don't operate under simple

boundary conditions--processes that are of large magnitude and rare or perhaps no longer occur and, as

a consequence, may not be directly measurable or even observable. Yet for an understanding of the real
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landscape, which is partly dynamic and partly relict, we need to expand our scope of understanding to

include such processes.

It is my intent that this study of the Bonneville Flood contributes to such an understanding.

The Bonneville Flood was a large, unique event, of profound geomorphic importance for many places

along its route. However, the approach to the problem of understanding the processes associated with

the flood may turn out to be more important than the actual results. Instead of trying to study each

individual component of the flood in an isolated manner and then attempting to link specific pieces of

understanding together, I have attempted a more holistic approach. The strategy of this study was to

start with a comprehensive view of the flood, then, where it is appropriate, focus in on specific

important processes in increasing levels of detail. I can't provide analytical solutions based on

fundamental physical principles that explain all of the geomorphic processes that occurred, but I can

provide an understanding (in some places a quantitative one) of how the system, a real system of

geomorphic importance, actually worked. It is my feeling this these types of analyses and findings are

critically important in guiding the direction of geomorphic studies of all types. Before we can critically

analyze the physics of relevant processes, we must understand what they are and under what conditions

they operate. Mackin (1963, p. 139) summarized the foregoing thoughts in a single sentence:

"In general, the larger the problem, the more many-sided it is, the more complicated
by secondary and tertiary feedback couples, and the more difficult it is to obtain the
evidence, the more essential it is to the efficient prosecution of the study that the
system first be understood in qualitative terms; only this can make it possible to design
the most significant experiments, or otherwise direct the search for the critical data, on
which to base an eventual understanding in quantitative terms."

I would only add that almost every geomorphic process occurring in nature is sufficiently "many-sided"

to require this approach.
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Project Description

The Bonneville Flood in southern Idaho provides an excellent opportunity to attempt to

understand an important geomorphic event and geologic processes in the manners advocated by both

Strahler and Mackin. A huge discharge associated with cataclysmic lowering of Pleistocene Lake

Bonneville had profound impact on many sections of the Snake River drainage from Red Rock Pass to

Lewiston, Idaho (Fig. 1). Abundant and well-preserved erosional and depositional features along the

flood route have allowed for a well-founded qualitative understanding of the flood and flood processes

(to a large extent, already documented by previous studies). The existing framework of this qualitative

understanding of the flood provided the inspiration to analyze certain flood features and processes in the

manner espoused by Strahler: to evaluate depositional and erosional features and processes in terms of

physical and engineering concepts and methods.

The scope of the study was to:

(1) utilize geologic evidence of maximum flood stages to define as precisely as possible the water-
surface profile for the entire flood route between Red Rock Pass and Lewiston;

(2) in suitable reaches, combine the geologic evidence of peak flow stages with flow modeling
techniques to evaluate peak discharges along the flow route and to define quantitatively local
hydraulic conditions (flow depth, velocity, shear stress, and stream power); and

(3)
	

compare locally-defined hydraulic parameters with mapped and measured patterns of erosion
and deposition in order to quantitatively define erosional and depositional thresholds.

Several aspects of the Bonneville Flood facilitate such a study. Most importantly, there has

apparently been only one flood and it was fairly simple hydraulically. The release was, in relative

terms, fairly slow, probably occurring over weeks or tens of weeks. The flood was confined to a single

channel for most of its reach. Significant flood-related channel change was restricted to isolated and

identifiable locations. Also important is that flood features are abundant and well-preserved. High-level

deposits and erosional features are numerous enough so that fairly tight constraints can be placed on the

water-surface profile for many reaches. Low-level deposits and erosional features are numerous and

well-exposed so that their relationships to local flow hydraulics can be ascertained.
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Figure 1: Some elements of the late-Pleistocene paleogeography of the Pacific Northwest. In addition to
Lake Bonneville and the route of the Bonneville Rood, the area inundated by Glacial Lake Missoula and
the Missoula Flood(s) is shown. From Baker (1983).
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This report is organized in a manner following the project scope outlined above. Following

cursory sections describing pertinent previous work in the area, the general geologic setting, and the

mapping of flood features and maximum stage indicators, the two primary sections that comprise the

body of the report are: (a) the use of flow modeling techniques in conjunction with the field evidence to

obtain a quantitative understanding of the important hydraulic parameters within suitable reaches; and

(b) an investigation of the relationship of the hydraulic parameters to mapped and measured erosional

and depositional features. A final section summarizes the general relevance of the research and

discusses profitable future research directions that are suggested by the results achieved here.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

100 years ago, G. K. Gilbert (1890) published his monograph on Pleistocene Lake Bonneville.

In this report, he devotes several pages to conditions at the Lake Bonneville outlet near Red Rock Pass

(Gilbert, 1890; pp. 172-180), mostly the result of fieldwork performed in 1876 (Gilbert, 1878)(Fig. 2).

In evaluating erosional features immediately downstream from the spillover point, Gilbert (1890, p. 176)

documented the existence of a "Bonneville river" that resulted from the breakout and the consequent

lowering of the lake. He noted (p. 175) that "for a time the outpouring was a veritable débâcle",

perhaps with a discharge of "the flood volume of the Missouri" (p. 177).

Despite Gilberts' observations, as well as two major U.S. Geological Survey projects in the

early part of this century in the Snake River Plain of southern Idaho, where Bonneville Flood features

are spectacular and ubiquitous [Russell, 1902--and Russell was an important participant in Gilbert's

investigation of Lake Bonneville; Stearns and others, 1938], it was not recognized that these Snake

River Plain features were related to the overflow of Lake Bonneville until Harold A. Powers and Harold

E. Malde of the U.S. Geological Survey began mapping Quaternary deposits on the Snake River Plain in

the mid-1950's (Malde, 1968; Malde, 1987, personal communication). By the early 1960's, several

geologists working along the Snake River had recognized or reinterpreted features that could be ascribed

to the Bonneville Flood. Malde (1960) published a short article outlining evidence for the flood along
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Figure 2: Lithograph from G.K. Gilbert's (1890) Lake Bonneville Monograph. A view south from the
surface of the Marsh Creek Fan. The Red Rock Pass constriction is located at the bedrock outcroppings.
The hummocky terrain of a portion of the Red Rock landslip is visible to the southwest across the flood-
entrenched channel of Marsh Creek.
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the Snake River, and then a full report in 1968 (Nialde, 1968). He (with Powers) also produced a series

of maps and reports regarding the Quaternary history of the western Snake River Plain that included

Bonneville Flood features (Malde and Powers, 1962 [where Bonneville Flood deposits were assigned the

formation name of "Melon Graver], 1972; Malde and others, 1963). D. E. Trimble and W. J. Carr,

working in the Pocatello and American Falls areas, recognized the "Michaud Gravel" as a large delta or

bar complex deposited by the Bonneville Flood as well as documenting other flood-related features

(Trimble and Carr, 1961a, 1961b; Carr and Trimble, 1963). Stearns (1962) and Stearns and Anderson

1966) also describes evidence of Bonneville Flood features in the western Snake River Plain and also, in

conjunction with dam-site studies, evidence of the flood further downstream in Hells Canyon.

The most important of these was U.S. Geological Survey Professional Paper 596 by MaIde

(1968). This report provides a detailed description of flood features for a large portion of the flood

route on the Snake River Plain. Through careful mapping of the distribution of flood features, Ma ide

was able to define the water-surface profile for about 300 km of the flood route between Marsing and

the city of Twin Falls'. Most importantly, Malde was able to link, in a qualitative manner, patterns of

erosion and deposition to local hydraulic and geologic conditions. This observation provided the key

inspiration for this project: to attempt to evaluate patterns and processes of erosion and deposition with

respect to local hydraulic conditions.

Since Professional Paper 596, there has been little published work specifically regarding the

Bonneville Flood; recent available information is mostly the byproduct of mere general geologic

investigations. Continued geologic mapping by Ma Ide (1989a,b,c,d,e) has provided additional

information regarding the distribution of Bonneville Flood sediments in the western Snake River Plain

and has led to a revised peak discharge estimate at Swan Falls (Jarrett and Maide, 1987)(Fig. 3).

Webster and others (1982) document Bonneville Flood deposits in Hells Canyon and downstream to

'The city of Twin Falls is distinguished from physiographic Twin Falls (the actual falls).
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Lewiston. Kehew (1977) also notes deposits in the Lewiston area. A surficial geologic map by Scott

(1982) provides a recent compilation as well as new mapping regarding the distribution of Bonneville

Flood sediments in the eastern Snake River Plain. Continued geologic mapping by Trimble (1976)

delineates Bonneville Flood deposits in the Pocatello area. Bright and Ore (1987) provide a brief

summary of flood features and deposits between Red Rock Pass and Pocatello. Significant work

regarding the chronology of Lake Bonneville [see Currey (1990) for a recent review] as well as

conditions at the outlet (Shroder and Lowndes, 1989) has important implications regarding the

Bonneville Flood.

This project has also been significantly aided by geologists presently mapping along the Snake

River who have shared their unpublished observations regarding Bonneville Flood features. Bill

Bonnichsen and Margaret Jenks of the Idaho Geological Survey (IGS) have mapped flood deposits in

the Swan Falls area. Kurt Othberg, also of the IGS, has mapped Bonneville Flood deposits in the lower

Boise River valley. Tracy Vanier, of the U.S. Geological Survey, has mapped extensively within Hells

Canyon and has noted the locations of many Bonneville Flood deposits. Bruce Cochran of the U.S.

Forest Service has pointed out some important flood deposits in the Lewiston area.

GENERAL SETTING AND CHRONOLOGY

The Bonneville Flood resulted from the filling and the spill-over of Pleistocene Lake

Bonneville into the Snake River drainage about 14,500 yrs B.P. About 4750 cubic kilometers of water

was released at a point near Red Rock Pass, Idaho and traveled down the present courses of Marsh

Creek and the lower Portneuf River before entering the Snake River Plain north of Pocatello. For the

most part, the flood route followed the present westward course of the Snake River within the Snake

River Plain through a series of canyons and basin segments before turning north and entering the narrow

and deep Hells Canyon along the Idaho-Oregon boundary. At Lewiston, the Snake River makes an

abrupt turn to the west and enters the Columbia River near Pasco, Washington. The scope of this study

was restricted to areas upstream of Lewiston (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Map of the Bonneville Flood route and approximate area of inundation between Red Rock Pass
and Lewiston.
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Lake Bonneville

During the latest Pleistocene, Lake Bonneville was the largest of numerous lakes within the

closed basins of the Basin and Range province of western North America (Benson and Thompson,

1987), at its maximum covering an area of about 51,530 km 2 in western Utah and parts of Nevada and

Idaho (Fig. 4). As reported by Currey (1990), during its last cycle, Lake Bonneville began to rise

episodically about 28 ka until it reached its maximum, Bonneville, level at about 15.2 ka (Fig. 5) 1 . At

levels below the Bonneville shoreline complex [1552 m (5092 ft) 2 near Red Rock Pass], the lake had

no outlet, therefore its level was controlled by the balance of precipitation and evaporation. When the

lake reached an altitude of 1552 m (5092 ft), it encountered the lowest of the divides, at a point just

north of Red Rock Pass, between the Bonneville Basin and the watershed of the Snake River (Gilbert,

1878, 1890) and overflowed to the north. Lake Bonneville apparently maintained outlet-controlled

elevations near the 1552 m (5092 ft) level for several hundred years until about 14.5 ka (Currey, 1990;

Currey and Oviatt, 1985; Currey and others, 1983a)(Fig. 5), time enough for the prominent Bonneville

shoreline complex to develop and for the occurrence of a short regression between 15.0 and 14.5 ka

[Keg Mountain oscillation of Currey and others (1983b)].

At about 14.5 ka, conditions at the outlet point changed and rapid incision

commenced, resulting in 108 m of lake-level lowering before the outlet stabilized at an altitude of 1444

m (4738 ft). The lake remained at this level [the Provo level (Figs. 4 and 6)], presumably with

continued overflow into the Snake River drainage, until about 14.2 ka when the lake rapidly regressed to

Holocene levels similar to that of present-day Great Salt Lake (Currey and others, 1983a; Currey, 1990).

All chronologic information presented here is that reported and compiled by Currey and his associates [see
Currey (1990) for a review] and is based on radiocarbon dates on materials that can be stratigraphically
linked to shoreline features in the Bonneville basin.

2A note on units: because all original mapping and flow modeling was performed with English-unit maps
(U.S.G.S. 7.5' Quadrangles), all altitudes are reported in both metric and English units; all other
measurements are reported only in metric units.
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Figure 4: Map of Bonneville and Provo levels of Lake Bonneville and the present area of Great Salt Lake.
Overflow of the divide at Red Rock Pass and the resulting Bonneville Flood was responsible for the drop
from the maximum Bonneville level to the Provo level. Climatic factors resulted in desiccation to
subsequent Holocene levels. Modified from Currey (1990).



Figure 5: Late Pleistocene history of lake levels in the Lake Bonneville basin. The period between
the Bonneville and Provo levels is the only time of open-basin conditions. Modified from Currey
(1990).
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Figure 6: Topographic and geologic map of Red Rock Pass area by G. K. Gilbert (1890) illustrating

relationships near the Lake Bonneville outlet.
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Red Rock Pass

The Bonneville Flood was caused by rapid incision of the divide between the Bonneville basin

and the Snake River drainage at a point just north of Red Rock Pass (Gilbert, 1978, 1990; Shroder and

Lowndes, 1989; Currey, 1990)(Figs. 2, 6). The threshold consisted of a large alluvial fan emanating

from the Marsh Creek drainage and the Portneuf Range to the east and impinging against alluvial

sediments or bedrock of the Bannock Range to the west. Faunal evidence indicates that the Marsh

Creek fan was active during the late Quaternary (Bright and Ore, 1987). The fan is dominantly

composed of relatively coarse, well-rounded gravel and cobbles, apparently fluvially deposited.

Once erosion of this natural dam began, it probably failed rather quickly due to the

unconsolidated nature of the materials and the large hydraulic head of the impounded lake.

Downcutting of the divide continued until bedrock was encountered (Gilbert, 1990, p. 175; Williams and

Milligan, 1968). The bedrock divide is about nine meters (30 ft) below the present surface at Red Rock

Junction and is near the outlet altitude for the Provo lake level (Williams and Milligan, 1968).

Contemporaneous with the erosion of the divide and the release of floodwater were several landslides

(Bright and Ore, 1987; Shroder and Lowndes, 1989). The largest of these was the Red Rock landslip

that involved about 17 km2 of the Bannock Range on the west side of Marsh Valley northwest of Red

Rock Pass.

The Flood Route

Downstream of Red Rock Pass, the flood route followed the valleys of Marsh Creek and the

lower Portneuf River northward until entering the Snake River Plain north of Pocatello. For most of

this reach, the inundated area was several kilometers wide and bounded by alluvial fan deposits flanking

the Portneuf and Bannock Ranges (Fig. 7). An important exception is at the Portneuf Narrows, where

the Portneuf River cuts through the Bannock Range about ten km southeast of Pocatello. This bedrock

constriction apparently influenced the flood profile for several tens of kilometers upstream.
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Figure 7: Photo from air of a portion of the Portneuf Valley immediately upstream of the Portneuf
Narrows. The town of Arimo is in the upper part of the view. Portions of a basalt flow on the valley
bottom were significantly eroded by the flood. Flow was towards the camera.
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The flood entered the Snake River Plain north of Pocatello and followed this vast volcanic

plain westward for about 600 km until turning north and entering Hells Canyon (Fig. 3). Malde (in

press) provides a recent review of the Quaternary geologic history of the Snake River Plain and offers

the following description of the general topography:

"The Snake River Plain is an area of subdued, locally almost featureless, relief
surrounded by mountains and highlands. The plain is as much as 70 km wide in the
western part, 90-100 km wide in the eastern part, and about 600 km long. Its surface
rises with a gradually increasing gradient from altitudes of less than 700 m at the
western end to about 2,000 m at the eastern end."

The Snake River is the primary topographic feature on the plain, and its canyons and valleys provided

the major conduit for the flood.

For most of the Snake River Plain, the Snake River is deeply incised, up to 200 m, below the

level of the basaltic upland. This incision is partly the response to base-level fall associated with the

integration of the Snake River drainage into the Columbia River system. Prior to integration, the

western Snake River Plain was a depositional center characterized by low-energy fluvial and lacustrine

environments (Malde, in press). Wheeler and Cook (1954) state that capture probably occurred near the

head of Hells Canyon near the site of Oxbow Dam (Fig. 3). Available biostratigraphic and radiometric

age constraints indicate that capture occurred at about 1.8-2.0 ma in conjunction with development of a

more vigorous, through-going drainage [summarized by Malde (in press)].

The present course and character of the Snake River within the Snake River Plain are the result

of this base-level fall and complex interactions between extensive Quaternary volcanism and the river.

In addition, at some locations, the Bonneville Flood significantly modified the river course. Repeated

voluminous basaltic volcanism has generally displaced the Snake River southward towards the southern

margin of the plain (Malde, 1971, in press; Covington and others, 1985). Where the river was diverted

to locations of relatively erodible basinal sediments, wide valleys with low gradients have formed,

generally bounded on the north by basaltic rims. For reaches where the river has been forced to incise

through volcanic rocks, high-gradient narrow canyons have been cut (Fig. 8). In many instances the
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Figure 8: View west towards the Rock Creek constriction. The Snake River Canyon is approximately 120
m deep here and was brimful at peak discharge.
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river was temporarily dammed by basalt flows and formed lakes of various duration (Steams and others,

1938, p. 89; Malde, 1971, 1982, 1987; Carr and Trimble, 1963; Scott and others, 1983).

As a result of this heterogenous geologic setting, the Bonneville Flood traversed a diversity of

hydraulic environments as it flowed across the Snake River Plain. Reaches of ponded or slow-moving

flow were separated by reaches experiencing intensely energetic conditions. Despite this complexity, the

flood route along the Snake River Plain has been the most conducive for detailed study because of the

general diversity and abundance of flood features as well as their excellent exposure and preservation.

At the western edge of the Snake River Plain, near Farewell Bend, the Snake River turns

northward and enters the deep, narrow gorges that characterize the river as it follows the Idaho-Oregon

and Idaho-Washington borders to Lewiston (Fig. 3). This 300 km section of river is remote and rugged,

culminating in Hells Canyon, one of the deepest gorges in North America. Valley bottoms are narrow,

generally less than 1 km wide, and dissected mountainous terrain rises steeply from both sides to

altitudes of several thousand meters. The river is steep, an attribute utilized for power generation (Hells

Canyon, Oxbow, and Brownlee Dams and Reservoirs occupy the southern 150 km of this reach) and

river running (in Hells Canyon National Recreation Area).

Within this reach the river is incised into two eastern embayments of the Miocene Columbia

River Basalt: the basalt flows of the Weiser embayment, which constitutes the uplands surrounding the

river from Farewell Bend to near Oxbow Dam (Fitzgerald, 1982), and the Clearwater embayment,

exposed in the northern part of the reach from near the Salmon River confluence to Lewiston (Reidel,

1982). Between these two basaltic embayments is Hells Canyon proper where the Snake River is

especially narrow and steep as it cuts through the Seven Devils and Wallowa Mountains (Fig. 9). These

ranges consist of Permian-Triassic volcanic and volcaniclastic units of the Seven Devils Group and

associated ophiolitic sequences. These rocks are overlain by Jurassic elastic sediments and have been

intruded by Mesozoic granitic rocks (Vallier, 1977).
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Figure 9: View south from near Dug Bar within Hells Canyon. The Snake River completely occupies the
canyon bottom. The canyon margins are steep and irregular. Photograph taken from a position near
maximum flood stage.
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The high gradient and relief along the Snake River between Farewell Bend and Lewiston reflect

the resistant rock types and the recent integration of the river into the Columbia River drainage. If the

events outlined previously regarding the capture of the Snake River are correct, then a major portion of

the incision of Hells Canyon has probably been accomplished during the last 2 my.

The narrow valleys and active hillslope processes have resulted in a paucity of preserved flood

deposits. There are only a few locations where the canyon was wide enough to allow for significant

deposition along the valley bottom. Small, high-level marginal deposits are more abundant, preserved in

tributary mouths and canyon reentrants that have escaped subsequent erosion. At the downstream end

of the study area, in the Lewiston basin (Fig. 3), the valley widens out and channel gradient diminishes,

allowing for deposition of the large bar complexes that are found near Lewiston.

In summary, the route of the Bonneville Flood was geologically and topographically diverse.

This diversity produced a suite of hydraulic environments ranging from passive to highly energetic.

Coupled with the abundant geologic evidence of the flood in many of these reaches, there is an

excellent opportunity to evaluate erosional and depositional processes within the context of a wide

variety of hydraulic, topographic, and geologic boundary conditions.

GEOLOGIC EVIDENCE OF THE BONNEVILLE FLOOD

The passage of the Bonneville Flood left a suite of erosional and depositional features along

much of the flood route. It is this geologic evidence that provides the real physical data for developing

and testing hypotheses of flood processes. Furthermore, the qualitative underkanding of flood processes

and dynamics achieved through observations of flood features in many different hydraulic and geologic

environments has provided the necessary insights to direct and evaluate the quantitative studies of flood

processes most appropriately and efficiently.

Physical evidence left by the flood was evaluated for three purposes: (1) to define as precisely

as possible the maximum stages achieved by the flood for as much of the flood route as possible; (2) to

map patterns of erosion and deposition associated with different hydraulic environments; and (3), in
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conjunction with the first two goals, to determine reaches of the flood route that are suitable for flow

modeling and quantitative analysis of depositional and erosional processes.

Maximum Flood Stages

Multiple types of evidence were used to constrain the flood profile as precisely as possible.

Flood deposits and erosional features provide minimum estimates of maximum flood stages. Although

more difficult to interpret with confidence, altitudes of locations that are inferred not to have been

flooded serve as maximum constraints on flood stages. The types of features that have been utilized for

defining the water-surface of the Bonneville Flood include maximum altitudes of eddy and slackwater

deposits, and the upper limits of scabland topography and basalt stripped of its loessal cover. Tops of

erosional scarps in both loess and alluvium have been used as maximum constraints on the flood stage.

The altitudes of flood features used to constrain the maximum stages were generally determined

by surveying from benchmarks, checked elevations (e.g. spot altitudes on prominent points, intersections

and section corners on U.S.G.S. topographic maps) or reservoir levels of known water-surface altitude.

In locations where contour intervals were small or where it was impractical to survey, altitudes were

determined as precisely as possible by mapping onto topographic maps. The estimated accuracy of the

determined altitudes depends on the method of survey or the contour interval, and in the cases of

surveys from unmonumented checked altitudes (on U.S.G.S. maps), the ability to relocate the surveyed

point.

General Comments Regarding the Results of Mapping

Figure 10 provides a general overview of the flood profile within the project area. In a general

manner, the water-surface profile of the Bonneville Flood follows the gradient of the Snake River (and

the Portneuf River and Marsh Creek Valley bottoms). However, in detail, much of the drop in the

water-surface profile was accomplished in relatively short reaches of high gradient separated by longer

reaches of relatively low water-surface gradient. These steps in the water-surface profile were

associated with constricted reaches that hydraulically impounded flow for several tens of kilometers
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Figure 10: Profiles of the Snake River, Portneuf River, and Marsh Creek with evidence of maximum

Bonneville Flood stages. A compilation of high-water indicators is provided in Appendix 2. The altitudes

plotted here represent minimum estimates of measured altitudes fa flood features. As discussed in the text,

the Bonneville Flood profile was stepped with much of the water-surface drop occurring in steps.

Maximum stage indicators for the Eden channel (north of the Snake River) are not shown.
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upstream. Some of the important constrictions in controlling the flood profile were at the Portneuf

narrows, Massacre Rocks, Milner Dam, Rock Creek, Swan Falls, and Farewell Bend. In reaches of

generally steeper gradient (Hells Canyon and the Murtaugh reaches), the flood profile was probably also

stepped. However, the backwater from constrictions in these reaches was not as extensive and the

lengths of impounded reaches were much shorter and the steps are not so well defined (Fig. 10).

Most of the mappable deposits and erosional features are concentrated in the vicinity of these

constrictions and reaches of high general gradient where there were intense flow velocities and energy

expenditures. The reaches of low water-surface gradient are generally devoid of flood features with the

exception of fine-grain (slackwater) sediments that were deposited in some areas.

In some reaches, the Bonneville Flood profoundly affected the local geomorphology. In the

vicinity of Massacre Rocks (Fig. 3), a lava dam blocking the pre-flood course of the Snake River was

breached, resulting in the emptying of Pleistocene American Falls Lake and the entrenchment of a new

course the Snake River. Near the city of Twin Falls, the Snake River canyon was significantly enlarged

by flood flow from the adjacent uplands spilling over the canyon rims and eroding large and spectacular

cataract complexes (Fig. 11).

HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

Step-backwater hydraulic modeling in conjunction with the geologic evidence of maximum

Bonneville Flood stages provides a means to evaluate flow conditions quantitatively for several reaches

of the flood route. In addition to providing estimates of peak discharge for each of the modeled

reaches, the step-backwater calculations allow for evaluation of local hydraulic conditions and their

spatial variation. Key hydraulic parameters that can be locally determined include such variables as

energy slope, velocity, shear stress, and stream power.

Step-Backwater Modeling

Step-backwater modeling is premised on the principles of conservation of mass and the

conservation of energy associated with gradually-varied flow. For a series of representative cross
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Figure 11: Blue Lakes cataract complex north of the city of Twin Falls. These cataracts were formed as
floodwater in the Eden channel spilled back into the Snake River Canyon from the north. Topography from
the Twin Falls 7.5' U.S.G.S. Topographic Quadrangle.
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sections along a reach of channel, an energy-balanced water-surface profile can be calculated that is

primarily a function of discharge and channel geometry. In paleohydrologic applications, the calculated

profiles are compared to the geologic evidence of maximum stages in order to obtain an estimate of

peak discharge. The precision of the resulting discharge estimate can be estimated by evaluating the

quality of the match between the modeled profile and the profile defined by the geologic evidence. For

the discharge and associated water-surface profile that provides the best fit, local hydraulic parameters

can be estimated from the solution at each of the modeled cross sections. For this study, a computer

routine (HEC-2) developed by the Hydrologic Engineering Center (1985) of the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers was used for the calculation of the water-surface profiles.

Step-backwater calculations of water-surface profiles have been used extensively for floodplain

hazard analysis for several decades (Chow, 1959; Feldman, 1981), but it has been only recently

recognized this type of analysis can be a powerful tool when applied to geomorphic and paleohydrologic

studies (e.g. Ely and Baker, 1985; O'Connor and others, 1986; Jarrett and Malde, 1987; Florsheim and

Keller, 1989).

Theory

Step-backwater calculations are premised on the principle of conservation of energy; the total

mechanical energy at one cross section will equal the mechanical energy at an adjacent cross section

less any energy loss between the sections. Necessary assumptions for applying this principle with step-

backwater calculations are that flow conditions are (were) steady with time and gradually-varied in

space. Furthermore, to predict water-surface profiles associated with gradually-varied flows, a necessary

assumption is that "the head [energy] loss at a section [of gradually-varied flow] is the same for a

uniform flow having the velocity and hydraulic radius of the section" (Chow, 1959, p. 217). This

allows the use of uniform-flow formulae to evaluate the energy slope at each cross section; that is, the

uniform-flow friction coefficients (Mannings n) are assumed to be applicable for gradually-varied flow
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conditions (Feldman, 1981). For these conditions, the one-dimensional energy equation is appropriate

for solution of the flow profiles (Chow, 1959, p. 267)(see Fig. 12 for defining illustration);

z1 + di +	 - Z2 + d2 + - + he
U V

2

	2g 	 2g
	1 1 	 a 2V2

2
(1)

Equation (1) expresses conservation of mechanical energy for gradually-varied flow within an

incremental reach of channel. The sum of a flow's potential and kinetic energy must equal that of a

downstream cross section less any energy (head) losses (he) between sections. Energy loss (mechanical

energy converted to heat or work done on the flow boundaries) between sections is calculated as the

sum of frictional losses (relating to channel roughness) and form losses (relating to channel expansions

and contractions and associated velocity changes):

h. - LY + L,, ( 
a2v:	 2a v

	f 	
- 1 1 .

2g	 2g j ,
	 (2)

where C is the energy-loss coefficient relating to channel expansions and contractions, L is the distance

between cross sections, and the local friction slope (Se) is calculated as a function of Mannings n;

si,	 ne/321'2 
'
	

(3)

where R is the hydraulic radius of the channel. For known conditions (stage and discharge) at one cross
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Figure 12: Definition diagram of conservation of mechanical energy for gradually-varied flow (in this case,
a contracting reach) for small channel slopes: z is the altitude of the channel above an arbitrary datum, L
is the distance between the two cross sections, d is the flow depth, g is gravitational acceleration, v is flow
velocity, a, is the velocity-head coefficient accounting for nonuniform velocity distribution in a subdivided
channel, and he is the head (energy) loss between cross sections. Note that in natural stream systems, the
water-surface slope may deviate locally from both the channel slope and the energy slope (Se) depending
on the local channel geometry.
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section, equations (1) and (2) are simultaneously solved to calculate the water-surface altitude at the

adjacent cross section. The newly-predicted water-surface altitude is then taken as known for the next

incremental step along the reach. In this manner a water-surface profile can be calculated for an

indefinite length of channel provided stage and discharge conditions are given at an initial cross section

and that the modeling açsumptions are satisfied. Chow (1959) and Feldman (1981) provide more

detailed explanations of the solution of step-backwater profiles. The user's manual accompanying the

HEC-2 program (Hydrologic Engineering Center, 1985) provides specific details regarding the

computation procedure for the calculations performed in this study.

Application to Natural Channels

The assumptions intrinsic to step-backwater modeling impose constraints on their use in natural

channels for obtaining meaningful results. The basic assumptions of steady, gradually-varied flow

require that for short channel increments:

"(1) The flow is steady, that is, the hydraulic characteristics of the flow remain
constant for the time interval under consideration; and (2) that streamlines are parallel;
that is, hydrostatic distribution of pressure prevails over the channel section" (Chow,
1959, p. 217).

In application, these assumptions require: (1) the flow was steady enough so that the peak discharge was

of sufficient duration to have simultaneously affected the entire modeled reach; and (2), channel cross

sections are separated into short enough increments so that the flow characteristics do not vary

significantly between cross sections. For complex channels and for other locations of rapidly varying

flow conditions, the assumption of one-dimensional gradually-varied flow may not be tenable regardless

of the lengths of the modeled channel increments and the calculated energy losses may not be accurate.

Modeling can be performed in either the subcritical or supercritical flow regimes; in practice

the difference being that supercritical calculations must proceed in the downstream direction and

subcritical calculations proceed in the upstream direction in order to maintain numeric stability (Chow,

1959, p. 265). Experience with numerous bedrock-confined rivers in the southwestern U.S. (Ely and
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Baker, 1985; O'Connor and others, 1986; Partridge and Baker, 1987; Webb and others, 1988) as well as

with the largest Missoula Flood(s) (O'Connor and Baker, 1987) has indicated that subcrititical flow is

predominant in many resistant boundary fluvial systems. Long reaches of subcritical flow may be

separated by short reaches of critical or supercritical flow in channel constrictions (O'Connor and Webb,

1988). Modeling results in the neighborhood of transitions from supercritical to subcritical flow regime

should be considered unreliable because of the large energy losses that are associated with the hydraulic

jumps that can occur in such locations.

The most important requirement for accurate step-backwater modeling is precise

characterization of channel geometry. Cross sections must be chosen to characterize all expansions,

constrictions, and changes of slope so that the energy losses associated with spatial variations in cross

section geometry and roughness are adequately determined. Regions of effective flow (flow in the

downstream direction) are distinguished from portions of the channel that do not participate in

conveying the discharge. Regions of ineffective flow include areas behind bedrock spurs into the

channel and in tributary mouths where there is flow separation and development of large-scale eddys.

Because the step-backwater modeling results are particularly sensitive to channel geometry, reliable

results can only be obtained when the channel geometry at maximum stage is known or can be

approximated. For this reason, stable, bedrock-confined channels are most appropriate for this type of

analysis.

Although discharge, initial flow depth, and energy-loss coefficients all must be specified to

calculate a water-surface profile, discharge is the primary profile-controlling variable for a given set of

cross sections. This is especially the case in confined channels where flow depths are relatively large

with respect to flow width. Furthermore, flow depths are independent of energy-loss coefficients at

sections of critical flow (O'Connor and Webb, 1988). Sensitivity analyses conducted for modeled

Bonneville Flood profiles (Jarrett and Malde, 1987) and for bedrock fluvial systems of smaller scales
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(O'Connor and Webb, 1988) indicate discharge is indeed the most important variable controlling the

modeled profiles.

Application to the Bonneville Flood

Many reaches of the Bonneville Flood are particularly suitable for step-backwater modeling.

Foremost, the hydraulics of the flood were relatively simple. For most of its length, the flood route was

confined to a single channel. Several reaches are confined by rock types that were resistant to flood

erosion. Also, there is no evidence for significant channel change subsequent to the flood.

Consequently, for these reaches, the present topography is probably similar to that of maximum flood

stages. The flow was probably fairly steady. Once the Marsh Creek Fan at Red Rock Pass was

completely breached (probably early in the flow), maximum discharges would have been attained and

maintained as the large volume of water slowly funneled through the constriction. Moreover, for many

reaches, there is abundant geologic evidence of maximum stages so that step-backwater modeling results

can be compared to the geologic evidence of maximum flow stages to the degree necessary to produce

accurate discharge estimates.

Because it is much easier to define confidently minimum values of maximum flood stages than

it is to provide upper limits for maximum stages, the strategy in determining the peak discharge for each

of the study reaches was to provide a firm minimum estimate of the peak discharge to have occurred in

each of the reaches. In keeping with this strategy, the highwater indicators were usually directly

compared to the computed water-surface profile. However, in energetic environments, where there was

the possibility that deposits could be locally emplaced at higher altitudes than the average water-surface

altitude (similar to run-up effects observed in debris flows), the altitudes of the deposits were evaluated

with reference to the calculated energy surface. Despite this approach, the minimum peak discharge

estimates calculated here are thought, in most cases, to approximate closely the actual maximum

discharge.
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Ten reaches between Red Rock Pass and Lewiston were selected for step-backwater modeling

(Table 1). The major criterion in the selection of the reaches was their satisfaction of the assumptions

intrinsic to step-backwater calculations. Additional important criteria include the abundance and quality

of the geologic evidence of maximum flood stages, and the abundance of geomorphic features that could

potentially be related to the modeled spatial variations in the flow hydraulics, and the desire to test the

applicability of the step-backwater modeling in a variety of hydraulic and geologic environments.

The reaches varied in length from 32 to 95 km and were represented by 13 to 159 cross

sections. All cross sections were digitized from 7.5' U.S.G.S. Topographic Quadrangles (except for

certain reaches in Hells Canyon where 15' minute maps were enlarged to the scale of 7.5' maps). Cross

sections were spaced an average of 0.67 km apart with distances ranging from 90 m to 5.7 km. In

general, they were spaced at intervals so that there would be one to four cross sections in a channel

length equivalent to the local flow width. Cross sections were located and oriented so as to represent

the spatial variations in flow geometry and to be perpendicular to the presumed flow direction at

maximum stages (Fig. 13). All reaches were modeled under subcritical conditions; that is, the

computations were performed in the upstream direction. An estimate of stage at the downstream end of

the reach was provided on the basis of the local geologic evidence of maximum stages. Values of

Mannings n and expansion-contraction loss coefficients (C) are difficult to assign for a flow of the scale

of the Bonneville Flood because of the absence of direct discharge measurements for such flows.

However, Mannings n values were assigned on a consistent basis (Table 2) and sensitivity tests indicate

that uncertainties are of minimal importance relative to the modeled discharge value. Following Jarrett

and Malde (1987), expansion and contraction coefficients of 0.5 and 0.0 were respectively used for

channel segments of expanding and contracting flow.
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Figure 13: Crcss section placement and topography within the Portneuf narrows. Topography from the
Arimo 7.5' U.S.GS. Topographic Quadrangle.
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Table 2: Assigned Mannings n values.

Surface
	

Mannings n value

Main Channel

Tractive Deposits

Valley Walls

Stripped Basalt or
Bedrock Uplands

Basin and Butte Scabland

Major Flow Obstacles

0.03

0.03

0.05

0.05

0.06-0.1

0.1-0.9
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The Study Reaches and Modeling Results

The step-backwater calculations in conjunction with the geologic evidence of maximum flow

stages has provided precise discharge estimates (uncertainties are generally within 10 to 25%) that are

mutually consistent and show a progressive downstream attenuation (Table 1). The best discharge

estimates are associated with reaches that have constricted segments that experienced critical flow and

where there is good geologic evidence of maximum flood stages upstream of the constriction.

Modeling results in the upper reaches of the flood route are the most consistent and more tightly

bracketed by the evidence of maximum flood stages.

Peak discharge at Red Rock Pass was 1 ± 0.15 x 106 m 3 .sec-1 . By Lewiston, at the

downstream end of the studied portion of the flood route, peak discharge had decreased to 0.57-0.62 x

106 m 3 -sec -1 . For several of the reaches, the calculated water-surface profiles generally mimic the

geologic evidence of maximum stages fairly closely and this is reflected in the relatively high degree of

precision that has been assigned to the discharge estimates. Furthermore, the good match between the

modeled and actual profiles for some of the reaches lends credibility to the analysis of the local

hydraulics that is derived from the modeling results.

In the sections that follow, brief descriptions of flood features and summaries of the modeling

results will be provided for each of the ten modeled reaches. This will be followed by general

comments regarding the success in applying step-backwater modeling techniques for paleohydrologic

analysis and the general nature of the hydrology and hydraulics of the flood.

Red Rock Pass to Pocatello

This reach encompasses the flood route from its point of release from Lake Bonneville at Red

Rock Pass to its entrance onto the Snake River Plain near Pocatello (Fig. 14). Over this 95 km

distance, the flood profile at maximum stages dropped from the 1552 m (5092 ft) Lake Bonneville level

at Red Rock Pass to 1378-1382 m (4520-4535 ft) a few kilometers north of Pocatello (Fig. 15). Much

of the water-surface drop is associated with constrictions, the major ones being where the flood incised
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Figure 14: Geologic sketch map of Bonneville Flood deposits and inundated area between Red Rock Pass
and the Snake River Plain north of Pocatello. Some elements of the geology taken from Trimble and Carr
(1961-a) and Trimble (1976)
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Figure 15: Geologic evidence for maximum flax] stages and modeled water-surface profiles for the
Pocatello reach. For all of the reach profiles, the altitudinal ranges represented by the symbols for the
geologic evidence of maximum stage define the estimated range of uncertainty in the altitude of the feature.
Locations that are calculated as having experiencing critical flow are labeled with a "C".
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through the Marsh Creek fan near Red Rock Pass (Fig. 6), at the Portneuf narrows (Fig. 13), and at Red

Hill. For most of the remainder of the reach, the highwater indicators (Fig. 15) indicate that the flood

profile was fairly flat. With the exception of the constrictions at Red Rock Pass, Red Hill and the

Portneuf narrows, the margins of the flood were generally confined by erosional scarps developed in the

extensive piedmont deposits along the flanks of the Bannock and Portneuf Ranges. In wider reaches

there are extensive flood deposits of reworked piedmont gravel (Fig. 16), the most spectacular of these

is downstream of Pocatello where a huge expansion bar complex developed where the flood debouched

onto the Snake River Plain (Trimble and Carr, 1961a; Trimble, 1976). In narrower reaches, there are

features indicative of intense energy where the flood scoured and eroded portions of a basalt flow that

follows the valley bottom for much of the northern part of this reach (Figs. 7 and 17).

A reconstructed water-surface profile was developed by performing step-backwater calculations

through 105 cross sections along the length of the reach. The modeled water-surface profile associated

with a 1.0 x 106 m3.sec-1 discharge is consistent with the geologic evidence of maximum stages along

the flood route and with the maximum altitude of the surface of Lake Bonneville. A calculated profile

associated with discharge of 0.85 x 106 m 3 .sec-1 is the minimum discharge that could of emplaced the

majority of highwater marks along the flood route (Figure 15). Flow is modeled as having achieved

critical or supercritical conditions for short reaches (one to four cross sections) at the three major

constrictions described above and for a single section right at Red Rock Pass. Between constrictions the

calculated water-surface profiles have much lower gradients in a manner that is consistent with the

geologic evidence.

The achievement of critical flow conditions at Red Rock Pass provides the only opportunity

along the flood route to determine a maximum value for the peak discharge of the Bonneville Flood.

For most of the flood reach it is much easier to establish minimum peak discharge estimates because of

the greater degree of certainty associated with establishing minimum estimates of altitudes of maximum
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Figure 16: Longitudinal bars near Arimo within the Marsh Creek Valley. Topography from Arimo, Idaho,
7.5' U.S.G.S. Topographic Quadrangle.
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Figure 17: Scoured and fluted basalt surface near the Portneuf narrows. Flow was from left to right across
the surface.
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stages. However, upstream of Red Rock Pass, the maximum Lake Bonneville level is well established

at 1552 m (5092 ft) (Currey, 1990) and this altitude represents the maximum water-surface and energy

level that can be associated with the flood profile. The attainment of critical flow (minimum specific

energy) at Red Rock Pass indicates that once the present topographic configuration was established at

the outlet, the rate of outflow from Lake Bonneville was controlled by the rate of flow through this

bedrock constriction. Furthermore, the enlargement of the cross sections at Red Rock Pass and at

Marsh Creek during the flood would have led to continually increasing flow conveyance as the flood

progressed; this implies that the present topography closely represents maximum potential flow

conveyance through the breakout area (less the minimal deposition that has occurred subsequent to the

flood). Hence, the maximum possible discharge that could have emanated from Lake Bonneville is one

that achieves critical flow at the constriction and has an associated water-surface profile that achieves a

maximum upstream flow stages that approach the 1552 m (5092 ft) Lake Bonneville level (Fig. 18).

For there to have been a larger discharge through this constriction, either the area of the constricted

cross section must have been significantly larger than present, or the maximum Lake Bonneville level

was higher than presently thought. Neither of these possibilities are likely. Therefore, an upper limit

for the maximum discharge for the Bonneville Flood can be established at 1.15 x 106 m 3 -sec-1. This

value is close to the minimum estimate established by consideration of the highwater indicators along

the length of the reach, lending credibility to the general accuracy of the discharge estimates determined

by consideration of minimum estimates of maximum flood stages.

Raft River to Burley Basin

The Burley Basin reach is a wide, low-gradient portion of the flood route (Fig. 19). Upstream

of this reach is the Massacre Rocks area where there were complex and profound channel changes

during the flood associated with the breaching of the basalt dam that impounded Pleistocene American

Falls Lake (Trimble and Carr, 1961b; Scott and others, 1982). Downstream of the Burley basin is the
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Figure 18: Step-backwater calculated profiles through the Red Rock Pass constriction for discharges
between 0.7 and 13 million m 3 .sec-1 . 1.15 million m 3sec-1 is the maximum discharge that could have been
conveyed through the Red Rock Pass constriction associated with the maximum level of Lake Bonneville
and the present topography.
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Figure 19: Map of Bonneville Flood features and inundated area between the Raft River confluence and
where the flood split into two paths downstream of the Burley basin. The limits of the inundated area are
based on the upper extent of flood deposits and stripped basalt in conjunction with the basin topography.
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one section of the flood route where two separate flow paths were followed as the flood spilled out of

the basin at two locations.

At the upstream end of the reach, near the Raft River confluence, erosional scarps in loess and

the distribution of gravel on the basalt uplands indicate that maximum flood stage was 1308-1311 m

(4290-4300 ft). Maximum stage at the downstream end of the reach is defined at the two outlets of the

Burley basin where erosional features on basalt indicate maximum stages of 1295-1298 m (4250-4260

ft)(Fig. 20). The extremely low flood gradient (10-16 m over 42 km) is reflected in the nature of the

deposits in this reach. Only in the upstream end of the reach, where energetic flow was entering from

the Massacre Rocks area, are there large accumulations of flood deposits. Downstream, in the Burley

basin, tractive deposits are restricted to cobble bars emplaced near the present course of the Snake River

and sands and silts further away from the main channel. Extensive slackwater deposits occur at

altitudes up to 1286 m (4220 fl) along the north margin of the basin.

Flow was modeled through 13 cross sections over a distance of 42 km. The relatively long

interval between cross sections is because of the extreme width (10 to 30 km) of the inundated area.

Because of the low water-surface gradient and the absence of a well-defined profile provided by the

geologic evidence, results of the flow modeling are inconclusive. Water-surface profiles associated with

discharges of 0.7 to 1.0 x 106 
M

3
•SeC

-1 are consistent with the evidence of maximum flood stage (Fig.

20). The modeled profiles are flat for the downstream 20 km, indicating that there was hydraulic

ponding behind the two outlets of the Burley basin.

The Murtaugh Reach

At high stages flow exited the Burley basin by two routes; one course (the Murtaugh reach)

followed the course of the Snake River and the other (the Eden channel) was over the broad basaltic

uplands north of the river (Fig. 21). The flow rejoined in the vicinity of the city of Twin Falls where

the northern branch spilled back into the Snake River canyon. The modeled Murtaugh reach

encompasses the Snake River canyon from seven km west of Burley to the Hansen Bridge, 5.5 km
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Figure 20: Modeled water-surface profiles and geologic evidence for maximum flood stages for the Burley
basin reach. The downstream constraint on the maximum flood stage is provided by evidence of maximum
flood height at the outlets of basin.
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Figure 21: Bonneville Flood features and inundated areas for the Eden channel and Murtaugh reaches.
Maximum flood stages are primarily constrained by the upper extent of erosional features. At the west end
of this area, several cataracts were formed where flow from the Eden channel spilled back into the Snake
River Canyon near Twin Falls and Shoshone Falls.
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upstream of physiographic Twin Falls. Malde (1968, pp. 23-25) provides a description of some of the

flood features in this reach which will be summarized and augmented here.

The Murtaugh reach is a hydraulic environment completely opposite that of the Raft River to

Burley reach. It is the steepest section of the flood route (Fig. 10) and the Snake River flows in a

narrow, deeply incised canyon with the water flowing directly on bedrock (Figs. 22 and 23) for much of

its length. The steepness and narrowness of the canyon is the result of the recent diversion of the Snake

River to its present position by flows of the Sand Springs Basalt that filled a previously-existing canyon

to the north (Malde, 1971; Covington and others, 1985).

The amount of flow entering the Murtaugh reach was regulated by a constriction 5 km

upstream of Milner Dam (Fig. 21) that hydraulically impounded water back up into the Burley Basin to

an altitude of 1293-1297 m (4250-4260 ft). At the downstream end of the reach, just below Hansen

Bridge where the two separate flood routes began to merge, upland channels and erosional scarps

indicate a maximum stage of at least 1189 m (3900 ft). Much of the intervening flood profile appears

be constrained by erosional features along the margins of the canyon (Figs. 23 and 24). The canyon

was brimful with flow spilling over and onto the adjacent uplands for much of its length. Two

kilometers downstream of the present location of Milner Dam, a small portion of the flow crossed the

divide and spilled northward into the Eden channel (Scott, 1982).

Because of the narrowness of the canyon and the steep flood gradient, flood features are

primarily erosional. Extensive tracts of butte-and-basin scabland and stripped basalt flank the Snake

River in wider reaches of the canyon and in locations where there was significant flow on the uplands.

In narrow canyon sections, there is little evidence of the flood, only a rectangular cross section incised

into the basalt and a bedrock floor (Fig. 22). Flood deposits are confined to isolated areas on the

uplands and a few small bars that flank the river in wider sections of the canyon and in reentrants into

the canyon wall. Malde (1968, p. 23) suggests that the position of the base of one these bars 15 m

above the present level of the Snake River is indicative of 15 m of post-flood downcutting. However,
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Figure 22: View east of the Snake River Canyon within the Murtaugh reach near the town of Murtaugh.
The canyon is floored by basalt. The river at low flow consists of a series of large pools separated by
narrow slots incised into the basalt. At this location, the canyon is about 75 meters deep.
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Figure 23: Oblique aerial view to the east of the Snake River Plain and the incised Snake River within
the Murtaugh reach. The large set of falls in the middle foreground is Cauldron Lynn. The upper extent
of the flood is delineated fairly precisely by the limits of cultivation on the uplands.
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Figure 24: Modeled water-surface and critical depth profiles for the Murtaugh reach associated with a 0.28

million m3 •sec-1 discharge. The modeled profile generally provides a poor fit to the geologic evidence. The

geologic evidence suggests flow for significant distances at or near critical conditions. Possible reasons are

discussed in the text. The 0.28 million m3sec-1 discharge estimate was assigned on the basis of maximum

stage evidence upstream of the Milner Dam constriction where flow is presumed to have attained critical

conditions.
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immediately downstream and at locations upstream within this reach, flood deposits are preserved at the

present river level indicating that there has been little downcutting of the Snake River subsequent to the

flood.

Flow was modeled through 80 cross sections for a distance of 40 kilometers. A minimum

discharge of 0.28 x 106 m3 .sec-1 is consistent with the geologic evidence of maximum ponding levels in

the Burley Basin above the constriction at Milner Dam (Fig. 24). For the remainder of the reach, the

modeled profile provides a poor fit to the geologic data. Possible explanations for this will be addressed

in a later section that discusses the general quality of the modeling results.

The modeled profile is stepped, with flow passing through critical depth at four locations. The

constricted reach near Hansen Bridge was one of the most important ones of the flood route, with a

calculated water-surface drop of 60 meters and flow velocities of over 30 m.sec-1 . The other important

constriction in this reach is the one at the upstream end of the reach, near Milner Dam. Although this

constriction is several times wider than those downstream, the Milner Dam constriction is the one that

regulated flow exiting the Burley basin and forced ponding to the level that allowed a major portion of

the flood waters to exit the basin through the Eden channel.

The Eden Channel

Malde (1968, pp. 22-23) first described this reach and assigned the name "Rupert channel".

However, it seems more geographically appropriate to call it the Eden channel. The Eden channel

closely follows the surface of the Sand Springs Basalt, a late Quaternary, 80 km-long basalt flow that

filled a pre-existing canyon of the Snake River and diverted the river south to its present position in the

Murtaugh reach. The Eden channel was unique along the flood route in that it is the only reach of

significant flow that did not follow a previously-existing active watercourse.

Water entering the Eden channel spilled out of the Burley basin through a broad, 7.5 km-wide,

swale 16 km northwest of Burley (Fig. 21). Stripped basalt and rounded non-basalt pebbles at the

margins of the outlet indicate a maximum stage of at least 1297 m (4255 ft) as the flood exited the
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Burley Basin. The lowest point in the swale is at 1279 m (4195 ft), implying a maximum water depth

of 22 m at the outlet and also that this reach only conveyed flow while there was ponding to altitudes

greater than 1279 m (4195 ft) in the Burley basin.

The flood route from the outlet to where it reentered the Snake River canyon near the City of

Twin Falls was steep and wide. Flow width was on the order of 10 km wide and the maximum stage

dropped from 1297 m (4255 ft) at the outlet to 1180 m (3870 ft) over a distance of 40 km (Fig. 25).

Abundant erosional features serve to define the intervening flood profile. In many areas the loess cover

is extensively channeled and shaped into streamlined forms; in areas of higher erosional intensity, the

loess cover has been completely removed, revealing a stripped basalt surface. In reaches of greatest

erosional intensity, the basalt has been eroded into butte-and-basin scabland topography. The most

spectacular features are the 15 to 40 m-deep, 200 m-wide scour holes, here called the "Fast of Eden

potholes", excavated into the basalt surface (Malde, 1968, p. 22)(Figs. 26 and 27). Flood deposits are

scarce in this reach, being restricted to two small groups of bars at the downstream end of the reach and

a series of bars that emanate from the potholes.

The flow was modeled through 26 cross sections over a distance of 38 km. Discharges of 0.57

to 0.62 x 106 m 3 .sec' 1 are consistent with most of the geologic evidence of maximum stages along the

reach as well as in the Burley basin (Fig. 25). This discharge value, added to the discharge estimate

through the Murtaugh reach (0.28 x 106 m3 -sec-1), yields a total discharge through this section of the

flood route of 0.85 to 0.90 x 106 m 3-sec-1 , a value consistent with discharge estimates obtained in

upstream as well as downstream reaches (Table 1). Considering these discharge estimates, 60% to 70%

of the total flow followed the Eden channel at peak discharge.

The flow from the Eden channel reentered the Snake River canyon and joined the flow from

the Murtaugh reach by flowing over the north rim of the canyon in a broad 15 km swath between

physiographic Twin Falls and a position due south of Jerome. The complicated hydraulics of this short

reach defy reconstruction of the flow conditions. Nevertheless, the reach is noteworthy because it
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Figure 25: Geologic evidence of maximum flood stage and calculated water-surface profile for a 0.62
million m3 -sec4 discharge within the Eden channel.
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Figure 26: Topography and inundated area near the Fist of Eden potholes within the Eden channeL The
"potholes" have depths exceeding 40 meters and may represent incipient canyon formation (discussed in
text). After Malde (1968, p. 22-23). Topography from the Eden 73' U.S.G.S. Topographic Quadrangle.
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Figure 27: Eastward (upstream) view of one of the deeper East of Eden potholes. The photograph was
taken from a boulder accumulation that emanates downstream from the scoured depression. Note people
for scale.
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contains the most spectacular erosional features of the flood (M.alde, 1968, pp 25-30). As the flow

spilled into the canyon, it carved multiple sets of cataracts (Fig. 11) that eroded he,adward for distances

up to two kilometers. Furthermore, the flow within the canyon dropped over several large falls,

including the 65 m-high Shoshone Falls (Ma lde, 1987) and the 45 m-high Twin Falls, and carved large

scabland complexes in their vicinity. South of Jerome, the flow on the uplands and in the canyon was

completely combined and confined within the Snake River canyon as it entered the Hagerman reach.

The Hagerman Reach

The Hagerman reach extends from south of Jerome to the town of King Hill (Figs. 3 and 28).

Along with the reach at Swan Falls, it is one of the important reaches in evaluating boulder transport

and deposition. Malde (1968, pp. 30-37) provides a detailed description of many of the flood features

within this reach.

The Hagerman reach is comprised of a series of narrow basalt-walled canyon sections separated

by basins that have developed where one or both of the valley margins is comprised of alluvium. The

canyon segments were generally brimful with water spilling out onto the upland margins at some

locations. The bottoms of the canyons are generally characterized by scabland topography; although, in

wider sections, there are some longitudinal boulder bars. The major basins are Melon Valley (Fig. 29),

Hagerman Valley and the King Hill basin (Fig. 28). These basins were depocenters for material that

was swept out of the constricted sections. The expansion bar at the south end of Hagerman Valley is

five km long and has numerous boulders with long diameters exceeding four meters.

The flood profile was steep through this reach, dropping from a maximum stage of at least

1119 m (3570 ft) at the upstream end to an altitude of 869 to 876 m (2850-2875 ft) downstream at King

The intervening profile is fairly well defined by deposits and erosional features on the adjacent

uplands (Fig. 30). Step-backwater calculations were routed through 159 cross sections over a distance

of 92 kilometers. A modeled discharge of 0.85 x 106 m 3 .se-c-1 results in a water-surface profile

consistent with most of the geologic evidence for maximum stages and is also consistent with
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Figure 28: Bonneville Flood features and approximate limits of the inundated area within the Hagerman
reach. The modeled portion of reach is between King Hill and the western limit of flow reentering the
Snake River Canyon south of Jerome. Some elements of the geology modified from Malde and Powers
(1972).
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Figure 29: Flood features and topography within a portion of Melon Valley. The forms of the expansion
bar and eddy bar are typical of many such expansions along the flood route.
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Figure 30: Geologic evidence of maximum flood stages and calculated water-surface and energy-surface
profiles for a 0.85 million m 3see l discharge within the Hagerman reach.
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convincing evidence of maximum flood stages at the upstream end of the reach (Fig. 30). Similar to

many of the modeled water-surface profiles in steep reaches of the flood route, the modeled profile

drops in a series of steps that are associated with constricted segments. The steep drops are separated

by ponded areas or reaches of lower water-surface gradient.

The most profound constriction of the entire flood route was near Rock Creek (Figs 8 and 31).

Here the flow is calculated as achieving critical or supercritical conditions for several cross sections and

having a water-surface profile that dropped 100 m over a distance of three kilometers. At the Rock

Creek constriction, modeled maximum flow velocities exceeded 35 rn-sec-1. Other constrictions in this

reach where critical flow probably occurred are at Bliss Dam, and in the short segment between Melon

and Hagerman Valleys (Fig. 30).

Immediately downstream of both the Rock Creek and Bliss Dam constrictions, stripped basalt

surfaces flanking the canyons indicate maximum flood stages significantly higher than that predicted by

the step-backwater calculations (Figs. 30, 31 and 32). This could reflect the inability to model

adequately the flow through these constrictions. However, these discrepancies more likely relate to

changing channel geometry during the flood. For the Rock Creek constriction, it seems plausible that

prior to the flood, the segment of canyon immediately downstream of the present constriction was much

narrower than present. This location, the hypothesized downstream limit of the constriction early in the

flood, represents the most upstream limit of flood deposits on the canyon floor and the downstream limit

of anomalously high flood features on the uplands (Fig. 30). As the flood progressed, erosion would be

concentrated at the downstream end of the constricted reach where the majority of water-surface drop

and energy loss occurs. Consequently, the constriction would have enlarged, and this widening would

have progressed upstream, perhaps almost doubling the conveyance of the canyon in the present area of

extensive scabland topography between the past and present downstream limits of the constriction (Fig.

31).
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Figure 31: Bonneville Flood features, topography, and measured cross-section locations in the vicinity of
the Rock Creek constriction. Limits of the flood can be estimated from the upper extent of stripped basalt
and flood sediments along the northern margin of the canyon. Several cross sections are modeled as
experiencing critical or superaitical flow as the flood funneled through the constriction.
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Figure 32: Modeled water-surface and energy profiles for a 0.85 million m 3-sec-1 discharge through the
Rock Creek constriction. Maximum flood stages are defined by the upper limit of stripped basalt along the
margins of the canyon. The distance values refer to the downstream end of the modeled Hagerman reach
(Fig- 30)-
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In a similar manner, it is likely that the canyon segment near Swiss Valley (Figs. 28 and 33)

was much narrower early in the flood and, as a consequence, forced water up and onto the adjacent

basalt uplands. As the flow eroded into the soft fluvial and lacustrine sediments of the Glenns Ferry

Formation along the outside of the bend (the large point bar at Swiss Valley is indicative of such flow

migration), the position of the constriction, and its associated high ponding levels behind it, migrated

upstream to near the location of Bliss Dam. The maximum altitudes of flood sediments within the

canyon, which apparently relate to flow conditions associated with the present canyon geometry, are

probably more faithful recorders of maximum stages once steady flow conditions were achieved. The

altitudes of the highest of these sediment accumulations match the calculated profile fairly precisely.

These constrictions are the only ones of the flood route where there is precise enough

information regarding the water-surface profile and geomorphic evidence of erosion and deposition to

put forth an argument such as the above. However, many of the anomalously high maximum flood-

stage indicators that occur along the flood route are located downstream of constrictions. The altitudes

of these features may indeed reflect stages associated with a flow geometry significantly different than

one modeled with the present topography.

Downstream of the Hagerman reach, between King Hill and Swan Falls, the flood profile was

remarkably flat, dropping only 30-45 m over a distance of 155 km, with a large portion of that drop

occurring near Crane Falls (Fig. 10). With the exception of fine-grained deposits downstream of King

Hill and more energetic flood features associated with highly complex flow conditions near Crane Falls

(Malde, 1968, pp. 37-42), this reach is practically devoid of flood features. The water-surface profile

can only be tenuously defined on the basis of subtle erosional features and the altitude of flood features

at the upstream end of the Swan Falls reach.
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Figure 33: Flood features and topography in the vicinity of the Swiss Valley point bar. As discussed in
the text, flow on the basalt upland may have preceded canyon widening along the outside of the bend and
development of the point bar during the flood.
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Swan Falls to Marsing

The Swans Falls reach extends from the Swan Falls constriction, upstream of Swan Falls, to the

town of Marsing (Fig. 34). This reach is the most downstream portion of the flood route studied by

Malde (1968, pp. 42-44) and, with highwater indicators near the Swan Falls constriction, is where

previous discharge estimates have been calculated (Clifford Jenkins, in Malde, 1968, pp. 11-12; Jarrett

and Malde, 1987). This reach of the Snake River encompasses the morphologic transition between an

incised canyon within the Snake River Plain basalt flows and the wide, low-gradient, alluvial basin that

the river follows before turning north and entering the gorges along the Oregon-Idaho border. The

Swan Falls reach is important because of the previous estimates of discharge that have been calculated

here and because of some of the spectacular boulder accumulations deposited in major bar complexes

(Figs. 35 and 36) that can be analyzed with respect to reconstructions of local hydraulic conditions.

Within the Swan Falls constriction and the narrower canyon segments, there are no flood

deposits and the canyon walls are devoid of talus. However, in wider reaches, there are extensive

longitudinal and expansion bars; the bars immediately downstream of the constriction (the bars near

Priest Ranch) have abundant well-rounded boulders exposed on the surface with maximum diameters

exceeding ten meters (Fig. 35). Further downstream, the Initial Point and Walters Butte bars (Figs. 36,

37, and 38) are large accumulations of material eroded from the narrower canyon segments. At the

downstream end of the reach, flow was significantly less energetic and flood deposits were restricted to

primarily sand-to-cobble size materials.

Jarrett and Malde (1987) reported an important high-level flood deposit immediately upstream

of the Swan Falls constriction. This small bar, at an altitude of 829 m (2719 ft), and nearby eroded

basalt with a maximum altitude of 840 m (2755 ft) provide minimum constraints on the maximum flood

stage upstream of the constriction. The geologic evidence indicates that the profile dropped quickly

through the constriction and the narrow canyon segments below, to an altitude of 783-796 m (2570-2590
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Figure 34: Map of Bonneville Flood features and inundated area for a portion of the Swan Falls reach_
The modeled reach extended downstream to Marsing (Fig. 3). Some elements of the geology modified from
Malde (1989).
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Figure 35: Photograph of boulders on the Priest Ranch bar near Swan Falls. Note person for scale; many
of the boulders have long diameters that exceed ten meters. View is south towards the Swan Falls Dam
complex that is faintly visible in the background.
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Figure 36: View west of the Initial Point bar. The photograph was taken from the canyon rim at an
altitude near the maximum flood stage. A large eddy bar (Fig. 37) is visible across the river from the
outcrop of eroded basalt. U.S.G.S. Photograph by Harold E. Malde (Station 78-M-93).
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Figure 37: Topography and flood features near the Initial Point bar. The Initial Point bar is a large
longitudinal bar associated with an increase in the canyon width. A large eddy bar occupies a canyon
reentrant south of the Snake River. Topography from U.S.G.S. Initial Point 7.5' Quadrangle.
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Figure 38: Flood features, topography, and boulder measurement locations at Walters bar within the Swan

Falls reach. Walters bar is a large expansion bar formed where the flow exited the confined canyon near
Swan Falls and entered the wider, ponded area downstream. Some aspects of the geology from Malde

(1989a,b, and c). Topographic base from the Walters Butte U.S.G.S. 7.5' Quadrangle.
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ft) near the upstream end of Walters bar and to 762-768 m (2500-2520 ft) at the downstream end of the

reach (Fig. 39).

Flow was modeled through 106 cross sections representing the 60 km reach. A minimum

discharge of 0.82 to 0.85 x 106 m 3 .sec-1 results in a calculated profile consistent with most of the

geologic evidence of maximum stages over the length of the reach and, most importantly, predicts an

appropriate water-surface altitude upstream of the Swan Fall constriction with respect to the flood

features identified by Jarrett and Malde (1987). The calculated profile is stepped through the upper part

of the reach with the three major drops all occurring at constrictions. The largest drop is associated

with the Swan Falls constriction, where the modeled profile drops about 25 meters. Critical or

supercritical flow conditions are modeled as occurring at the Swan Falls constriction and at the

constriction immediately upstream of Walters bar (Fig. 39).

Jarrett and Malde (1987), using a step-backwater computer program similar to HEC-2, obtained

an estimate of 0.793 to 1.02 x 106 m3 -sec-1 for peak discharge through the Swan Falls constriction.

Considering several factors, including possible widening of the constriction during the flood, they

proposed that a discharge of 0.935 x 106 m3 .sec-1 is a most likely estimate for peak discharge. For

model runs utilizing hydraulic parameters similar to those used in this study, they obtain a discharge

estimate of 0.99 x 106 m 3 .sec-1 , a value 20% greater than my 0.82 x 106 m 3 .sec -1 estimate of minimum

discharge. Part of the discrepancy may be the result of using different sets of cross sections to

characterize the channel geometry. However, it more likely relates to the strategy of this study which

was to define a minimum estimate of peak discharge. In a situation such as the Swan Falls reach, where

flow had high velocities, I have taken the more conservative approach of comparing the highwater

evidence to the energy-surface profile as opposed to the water surface (Fig. 39).

Downstream of Marsing, the flood followed the low-gradient valley of the Snake River and

backflooded several tens of kilometers up the major tributaries that enter the Snake River before
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Figure 39: Geologic evidence for maximum flood stages and calculated water-surface and energy profiles
for the Swan Falls reach. A discharge of 0.82 million m 3sec-1 is the minimum that could have emplaced

the highwater evidence.
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entering the downstream gorges at Farewell Bend (Fig. 3). Extensive fine-grained flood deposits

(s1ackwater sediments) are found in the valleys of the Boise (Othberg and Fosberg, 1989), Payette, and

Owyhee Rivers. The flood profile dropped very little through this reach; water was apparently ponded

to an altitude of at least 746 m (2447 ft) behind the constriction near Farewell Bend.

Farewell Bend

The constriction at Farewell Bend is where the Snake River enters the series of gorges that

characterize the river as it follows the Oregon-Idaho and Washington-Idaho borders (Fig. 40). For most

of its length, preserved flood deposits are sparse and maximum stage evidence is difficult to discern

with confidence. This is partly due to the narrowness of the flood route, but is primarily a result of the

extremely active and steep slopes along the margins of the gorge. Calculating water-surface profiles for

the Farewell Bend reach was done for the sole purpose of obtaining a discharge estimate associated with

erosional features upstream of the constriction at Farewell Bend that indicate a minimum ponding level

of a 746 m (2447 ft) at peak discharge.

Flow was modeled through 68 cross sections over a distance of 50 km. A water-surface profile

associated with a discharge of 0.65 x 106 M3 .sec-1 results in a ponding level behind the constriction

consistent with the altitudes of the highest flood features (Fig. 41). A discharge of 0.82 x 106 m 3 .sec-1

results in a predicted ponding level of 760 m (2494 ft), the maximum stage at the downstream end of

the Swan Falls reach, and probably provides an upper limit for an estimate of the discharge that entered

the Farewell Bend reach.

Downstream of the Farewell Bend reach, the Snake River continues a deeply-incised course

within the Weiser embayment of the Columbia River Basalt until it encounters the Permian-Triassic

Seven Devils Complex of volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks in Hells Canyon. Bonneville Flood deposits

are only locally preserved or exposed in some of the wider portions of the canyon or where local placer

and gravel operations have removed the significant volume of post-flood colluvial deposits. Extensive
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Figure 40: Flood features and inundated area near Farewell Bend.
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Figure 41: Geologic evidence of maximum stages and calculated profiles for the Farewell Bend reach.
A discharge of 0.65 million m 3see l provides a water profile that equals or exceeds all of the highwater
evidence.
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flood deposits are not encountered downstream until the middle of Hells Canyon where large bars have

been deposited in wider reaches of the canyon.

The Pittsburg Landing and Dug Bar Reaches

Two separately modeled, but contiguous, reaches were analyzed in the central part of Hells

Canyon (Fig. 42). Hells Canyon is a steep and narrow V-shaped gorge with the Snake River generally

occupying the entire 50 to 150 meter-wide canyon bottom (Fig. 9). The route of the river is a series of

straight, fault-controlled, segments that are separated by abrupt bends. Major accumulations of flood

deposits along the canyon bottom are restricted to wider locations; some of the larger bar complexes are

at Johnson Bar, Big Bar, Pittsburg Landing (Fig. 43), Roland Bar, and Dug Bar (Fig. 44). In some

segments, there are deposits of coarse, angular, and poorly-sorted gravel that have been deposited high

up along the margins of the flow, where material in suspension was deposited in backflooded tributaries

(Figs. 43 and 44).

Because of the difficulty in access as well in precisely determining the altitudes of flood

features, the water-surface profile of the flood is only locally determined with any degree of precision.

For the most part, the altitudes of the marginal eddy deposits were used as minimum constraints on the

flood profile. In some locations the tops of these deposits were surveyed; however, in most locations,

they were mapped from air-photo analysis and their altitudes determined from topographic maps

(Appendix 2). In the upper, Pittsburg Landing, reach, flood gravel near Johnson Bar indicate a

maximum stage of at least 541 m (1775 ft) and a flow depth of 175 m (Fig. 45). Downstream at

Pittsburg Landing, flood deposits indicate that the maximum stage exceeded 507 m (1665 ft)(Fig. 46).

Further downstream, in the Dug Bar reach, the highest gravel deposits are at an altitude of 396 m (1300

ft) near the confluence with the Salmon River (Fig. 38).

In combination, step-backwater calculations were made for 180 cross sections over a distance

of 70 km for the two reaches (Figs. 45 and 46). In general, the geologic evidence of maximum stages

does not match the modeled water-surface profiles very well--especially for the Dug Bar reach.
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Figure 42: Map of flood features and approximate area of inundation within a portion of Hells Canyon.
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Figure 43: Topography, flood features, and approximate area of inundation in the Pittsburg Landing area.
Ponding was probably the result of the constriction immediately downstream from Pittsburg Landing.
Topography from the Grave Point and Kirkwood Creek 7.5' U.S.G.S. Topographic Quadrangles. Geology
mapped in conjunction with Tracy Vallier of the U.S.G.S.
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Figure 44: Map of flood features in the vicinity of Dug Bar. Several gravel deposits, probably of
suspended load, were deposited in canyon reentrants and tributary valleys. Topography from the Cactus
Mountain 7.5' U.S.G.S. Quadrangle.
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Figure 45: Geologic evidence of maximum stages and calculated water-surface profiles for the Pittsburg
Landing reach within Hells Canyon. A minimum discharge of 037 million m3 .sec-1 results in a calculated
profile that matches the altitudes of most of the high eddy deposits along the reach. Critical flow was
assumed at the Pittsburg constriction.
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Figure 46: Modeled water-surface profiles and geologic evidence for maximum stages in the Dug Bar
reach within Hells Canyon. Both profiles are those associated with a 0.57 million m 3sec-1 discharge. The
lower calculated profile is calculated on the basis of assumed critical flow conditions at a cross section
immediately downstream of Dug Bar. The upper profile was started from critical depth at a constriction
further downstream. Both of the calculated profiles are significantly higher than the geologic evidence of
maxim urn stages, especially near Dug Bar and Roland Bar where there are abundant high-level deposits with
good altitudinal controL
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However, considering the profiles and the altitudes of the deposits within the Pittsburg Landing reach, a

minimum discharge of 0.57 x 106 m 3-sec-1 is estimated for these reaches.

As in the steeper reaches upstream, the calculated water-surface profile drops in a series of

steps that are associated with the constricted segments of the canyon. However, in contrast to the

modeling for the reaches within the Snake River Plain, critical or supercritical conditions were not

achieved (except for the constrictions at the downstream ends of the reaches, where critical depth was

arbitrarily assigned as the starting depth). This is primarily due to the narrow cross sections and great

flow depths for the entire length of Hells Canyon; flow depths in Hells Canyon greatly exceed

maximum flow depths anywhere along the flood route despite a peak discharge that was probably

significantly less than upstream. Nowhere within Hells Canyon are there basins large enough so that

unimpeded flow could fully develop through the constrictions. Consequently, from the downstream end

of Hells Canyon, flow was hydraulically impounded to the extent that the great depths were required to

convey the discharge. A similar phenomenon is indicated by the step-backwater calculations as having

occurred at the downstream end of the Murtaugh reach, where the constriction at the Hansen Bridge

forced such great depths upstream that relatively deep and unenergetic flow occurred for several

kilometers upstream (Fig. 24).

The poor match between the geologic evidence and the calculated profiles in the Dug Bar reach

probably reflects a combination of poor representation of the maximum flood stages by the highwater

indicators and poor modeling conditions. The geologic evidence of maximum stages is restricted to the

gravel deposits; scour features, which are generally a better indicator of maximum stages, cannot be

recognized with any degree of confidence in the sheared, faulted, and heterogenous bedrock within Hells

Canyon. The gravel deposits were probably deposited at all different levels within the water column.

Only in fortuitous circumstances would they be deposited and preserved at altitudes near the maximum

flood stage.
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Step-backwater modeling conditions are also less than ideal. Foremost is the tortuous geometry

of the canyon in many locations. Adequately characterizing the geometry is difficult in many locations

and the assumption of gradually-varied flow may not be tenable in especially complex reaches. The

lack of control sections (sections of critical flow) means that erroneous modeling results for complex

reaches may be carried through for the remainder of the profile computation.

The downstream end of the modeled Hells Canyon reaches is near the confluence of the Snake

and Salmon Rivers (Fig. 3). Further downstream, the Snake River remains confined within a deep and

narrow gorge until near the confluence with the Grande Ronde River, where the canyon widens and the

gradient declines as the Snake River exits the Seven Devils complex and enters the Clearwater

embayment of the Columbia River Basalt province.

China Garden to Lewiston

The Lewiston reach is a 55 km segment of the flood route between China Garden and Lewiston

(Fig. 47). This reach encompasses the transition between Hells Canyon and a wider valley system

downstream. There are abundant deposits along this reach, especially at the downstream end near

Lewiston where there are large point-bar complexes (Fig. 48XWebster and others, 1982; Kehew, 1977).

High-level eddy deposits and erosional features serve to constrain the maximum stage of the Bonneville

Flood at several locations along the reach (Fig. 49).

The evidence of maximum stages and the modeling results indicate ponding in the Lewiston

Basin. Maximum altitudes of flood features are consistently at altitudes of 317-320 m (1040-1050 ft)

for several kilometers upstream (Fig. 49). At the upstream end of the study reach, at China Garden,

gravel interpreted to be Bonneville Flood deposits is at an altitude of at least 396-408 m (1300-1340 ft).

Step-backwater profiles were calculated through 80 cross sections over a distance of 55 km. A

minimum discharge of 0.57-0.62 x 106 m3 .sec-1 is consistent with the geologic evidence of maximum

stages (Fig. 49). Especially important in this discharge estimate is the deposit at China Garden, which



Figure 47: Map of flood features and approximate area of inundation within the Lewiston reach.
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Figure 48: Map of flood features in the Lewiston area. Many of the Bonneville deposits are capped by
rhythmically-bedded sand and silt that may have been deposited by the Missoula Flood(s). Alternatively
some of them may have been emplace-d by the Bonneville Flood, perhaps in association with coincident
landsliding (see text for discussion). Some elements of the geology taken from Webster and others (1982).
Metric-unit topography from U.S.G.S. 1:100,000 Clarskston Quadrangle.
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Figure 49: Modeled water-surface profiles and geologic evidence of maximum Bonneville Flood stages
within the Lewiston reach.
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was interpreted as a Bonneville Flood deposit by Webster and others (1982). This site was not visited

for the present study and its altitude was determined from aerial photo and topographic map analysis.

The calculated water-surface profile is fairly flat in the lower part of the reach, but achieves a

much greater gradient in the upstream portion of the reach. Flow was modeled as critical at a

constriction 2 km upstream of the Grande Ronde River confluence and, if this is correct, this

constriction probably served to partially regulate flow exiting Hells Canyon and helped to facilitate the

great depths upstream.

Discussion of Modeling Results

The step-backwater modeling provides precise minimum estimates of maximum flood discharge

for several points along the flood route. The most confident discharge estimates can be obtained where

there are good constraints on maximum stage altitudes upstream of major constrictions. Many of the

modeled reaches had such conditions. The discharge estimates are mutually consistent and provide a

basis for evaluating the flood hydrology. In reaches where the modeled profile matches that defined by

the highwater indicators, These results also provide a foundation upon which to analyze local hydraulics

and depositional and erosional processes.

Quality of the Modeling

The similarity between the modeling results and the geologic evidence of maximum stage

provides an indication of how well the step-backwater modeling characterizes the actual flow. The

quality of the modeling varies and is dependant on the local hydraulic conditions and the abundance of

geologic evidence of maximum stages. The best matches were achieved for the Eden Channel, Swan

Falls, Hagerman, and the Pocatello-Red Rock Pass reaches. These reaches are all similar in that they

are steep and had long sections of wide, hydraulically-ponded flow separated by short reaches of

unimpeded, critical to supercritical conditions. The flow was energetic enough in these reaches to leave

abundant evidence of maximum stages. Moreover, there are sufficient constricted segments where
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critical flow was achieved that the modeled water-surface profiles are uniquely defined with respect to

discharge and can be precisely related to the flood evidence.

Reaches in other hydraulic environments were not always as suitable for paleohydraulic

analysis. The Raft River-to-Burley Basin reach illustrates problems encountered in the analysis of wide,

low-gradient reaches. The step-backwater calculations are probably accurate; however, it is difficult to

assign precise discharge estimates on the basis of geologic evidence because of the paucity of high-level

deposits. The flow was not energetic enough to emplace deposits or to leave erosional features along

the flow margins sufficient to form a well-defined geologic water-surface profile with which to evaluate

the calculated profiles.

More perplexing results are those from the very narrow and steep reaches in Hells Canyon

(especially the Dug Bar reach) and the Murtaugh reach. These narrow, bedrock-bounded channels

would seem to be ideal locations for step-backwater modeling. However, some of the calculated

profiles associated with appropriate discharges are significantly higher than the geologic evidence of

maximum stages (Figs 24 and 46). Some of the discrepancy between the geologic evidence and the

modeled profiles in the Hells Canyon reach can be ascribed to the lack of high-level flood features.

However, the Murtaugh reach has many highwater indicators that apparently tightly bracket the flood

profile. It seems more likely that the step-backwater calculations are providing unreliable results in

these locations. The assumptions of gradually-varied flow may not be tenable in these narrow and steep

channels, and there may be much more energy loss in some of these sections than is accounted for in

the flow reconstructions. This would result in unrealistically high depths being propagated in the

calculations for some distance upstream.

Furthermore, long sections of flow may have experienced near-critical or supercritical flow

conditions. The well-constrained Murtaugh profile is indicative of prolonged flow at near critical depths

(Fig. 24). Apparently, flow energy was expended in such a manner, by mechanisms not accounted for

in the step-backwater calculations, that conditions close to minimum specific energy were maintained.
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Such conditions might occur through numerous transitions between supercritical and subcritical flow

regimes. The local energy losses not accounted for by the step-backwater modeling may be the result of

the associated hydraulic jumps. Similar conditions may have also occurred in the Dug Bar reach, where

maximum altitudes of the highest deposits are significantly lower than predicted water-surface altitudes.

Bonneville Flood Hydrology

Despite local problems in matching the calculated water-surface profiles with those defined by

the geologic evidence in portions of several of the reaches, well-constrained minimum estimates of

maximum flood discharge were determined for almost all of the reaches (Table 1). The values are

reasonable and mutually consistent; peak discharge decreases downstream from a maximum value of

about 1.0 x 106 m 3sec-1 at the outlet near Red Rock Pass to 0.57-0.62 x 10 6 m 3 .sec-1 near Lewiston at

the downstream end of the studied flood route. For the Eden Channel and Murtaugh reaches, where the

flow split into two paths, the combined discharge estimate is consistent with upstream and downstream

estimates where all the flow was within a single channel.

The total volume of the flood was the prism of water between the Provo and Bonneville levels

of Lake Bonneville (Fig. 4). Hence, a total flood volume of 4750 lcm 3 can be calculated from the

hypsometry of the Bonneville Basin (Fig. 50)(Jarrett and Malde, 1987). This volume is more than twice

the 2200 km3 of water that debouchal from Glacial Lake Missoula [from the stage-volume relationship

for Glacial Lake Missoula provided by Craig (1987)](Fig. 1) in the largest of the Missoula Floods.

Despite a much larger total volume, the Bonneville Flood had a maximum discharge an order of

magnitude less than the largest Missoula Flood [The maximum Missoula Flood discharge was about

17.5 x 106 m3 •sec-1 (O'Connor and Baker, 1987)1.

Flood hydrographs were postulated for various points along the flood route by combining the

discharge estimates and the estimate of total flood volume. Inspection of these hydrographs (Fig. 51)

provides a feel for the degree of attenuation of the flood along its route. There appears to have been

only minimal diminishment of peak discharge between Red Rock Pass and Swan Falls, on the order of
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Figure 50: Lake Bonneville hypsometry. The flood volume was calculated with the conic equation (see
Jarrett and Malde, 1987). Modified from Currey (1990).
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Figure 51: Representative Bonneville Flood hydrographs for different positions along the flood route. A
simple equilateral triangular shapes were assumed at all locations except for the hydrograph at Red Rock
Pass where it is probable that downcutting proceeded rapidly through the Marsh Creek fan and that peak
discharge was attained early in the flood. Displacement of the peaks is for illustrative purposes only and
does not represent the translation time between reaches.
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10 to 20%. However, downstream of Swan Falls, peak discharge decreased significantly; at Lewiston,

peak discharge was only 50 to 60% of the peak at Red Rock Pass.

Attenuation in a flood such as the Bonneville Flood depends on the available storage along the

flood route and the shape of the hydrograph at the point of release. The reach between Swan Falls and

Farewell Bend was probably the most effective in the entire flood route in attenuating the flow because

of the vast amount of storage associated with the wide alluvial valley of the Snake River and

backflooding up several of the major tributaries (Fig. 3). The Burley Basin may also have effectively

attenuated the peak to some extent. However, the remainder of the flood route was either too steep or

within a canyon system with too little volume to significantly attenuate the peak discharge. The only

other potential site for substantial flow storage was in the American Falls Lake basin near where the

flood entered onto the Snake River Plain. However, this basin was mostly filled with water prior to the

flood (Pleistocene American Falls Lake), effectively reducing the volume of storage available to flood

waters.

A flood hydrograph with a peak early in the flow is particularly susceptible to attenuation

because the flow peak may arrive prior to significant filling of local channel storage elements. In such

situations, a greater portion of the discharge will be delayed as local backwater areas are flooded. This

was probably a factor in the Bonneville Flood where maximum discharge was most likely early in the

flood; after full incision of Red Rock Pass, but while the lake level was still high.

Flow Energy Expenditure

The release of 4750 km3 of water at an altitude of 1552 m and its conveyance to a final

altitude of sea level represents a tremendous release of energy. It is this energy that provided for the

large amount of geomorphic work done along certain segments of the flood route. The total energy

expended by the flood in going from an altitude of 1552 m to sea level was 7.2 x 10 19 Joules;

equivalent to about the annual U.S. energy production. If all this energy was converted to heat, the

temperature of the entire flood volume would have been raised 3.6° C by the time it reached sea level.
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Of course only a small portion of the total flow energy would have been applied to geomorphic

work. Most of it would have been converted to heat through viscous dissipation and boundary friction.

Some energy was also undoubtedly lost to the system as seismic and acoustic energy. Nevertheless,

flow energy expenditure (and the rate of energy expenditure, power) provides a useful index of the

ability of the flood to perform geomorphic work.

Both the highwater indicators and the modeling results document the remarkable nonuniformity

in the distribution of energy expenditure over the flood route. For the scale of the studied flood route

and within the individual study reaches, the local mechanical energy of the flow can be approximately

represented by the altitude of the water surface. The highwater indicators document that the water-

surface profile (and the associated energy surface) was stepped; reaches of intense energy loss were

separated by long reaches of relatively tranquil flow with little energy loss (Fig. 10).

For the modeled reaches, the nonuniformity of energy release can be demonstrated from the

step-backwater calculations for each modeled flow increment. Energy loss between cross sections is

represented by he, the head loss. This is calculated with Equation (2) between each pair of modeled

cross sections (Fig. 12) and represents the total estimated decrease in mechanical energy within the

channel increment. Considering all of the modeled cross section pairs individually, which represent

50% of the distance and 75% of the energy loss for the flood route between Red Rock Pass and

Lewiston, the nonuniformity of energy dissipation is dramatic (Fig. 52). Greater than sixty percent of

the total modeled energy loss occurred over only ten percent of the modeled distance.

This observation is key to understanding an important difference between alluvial and bedrock

streams. Bedrock fluvial systems of all scales apparently exhibit this non-uniformity of energy

expenditure (e.g. O'Connor and others, 1986). Only during extreme events and in the short reaches of

high rates of energy loss is there sufficient power developed to overcome the resistance of the bedrock

channel boundaries to erosion. In alluvial stream systems, resistance to erosion is much lower and the
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Figure 52: Cumulative distribution of energy loss with respect to flow distance for each modeled pair of
cross sections. 1 represents the summation of the energy loss associated with all of the modeler] cross-
section pairs (100 percent of the total modeled energy loss). The lines indicated by 2 and 3 represent the
cumulative energy loss (summed in order of increasing energy slope) for the associated cumulative distances
respectively representing ninety and fifty percent of the total modeled distance.
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channel boundaries rapidly evolve through erosion and deposition to geometries that minimize

nonuniformity in energy expenditure. Consequently, large floods in alluvial systems do not attain the

large powers achieved in bedrock systems (Baker and Costa, 1987) and the geomorphic importance of

large magnitude events is less (e.g. Costa, 1974) than it is for bedrock fluvial systems.

Some Aspects of the Flood Hydraulics

The step-backwater reconstruction of flow conditions allows for analysis of the spatial

variations in flow properties. Some of the geomorphically important variables are flow depth (d),

velocity (y), energy slope (Se), boundary shear stress (t), and unit stream power (w). Flow depth,

velocity, and energy slope values are obtained directly from the modeling results at each cross section.

Boundary shear stress and unit stream power are derived values.

Local values of these variables within a cross section can also be estimated from the step-

backwater calculations (Fig. 53). Determining local flow depth is straight-forward; the local ground

altitude is subtracted from the calculated water-surface altitude. The velocity distribution across a cross

section is calculated on the basis of local flow depth, local estimated roughness (Mannings n), and

energy slope. These velocity estimates represent average values for the flow column. Furthermore, they

are calculated on the basis of the average energy slope for the entire cross section; if the energy slope

varies across the cross section, local velocity estimates could be in error. Consequently, these velocity

values must be viewed as only an approximation of actual local flow conditions.

Boundary shear stress is the tangential force exerted by the flow, per unit area, onto the flow

boundary. It is a parameter commonly used to evaluate the ability of a flow to transport and erode

sediment (e.g. Rubey, 1938; Baker, 1973; Williams, 1983; Costa, 1983, Baker and Costa, 1987). Local

values of boundary shear stress can be calculated by balancing fluid forces experienced by the bed:
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Figure 53: An example of the calculation of the local hydraulic parameters from the results of the step-
backwater calculations. This particular example is from a boulder measurement site on the Priest Ranch
bar within the Swan Falls reach.

Cross Section 576: Energy Slope = 0.00044
Depth = 91 meters
Velocity = 13.3 m/sec
Stream Power = 5775 watts/m 2
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T	 YdS,	 (4)

where y is the specific weight of the fluid, taken to be 9800 N.m -3 (clear water).

Bagnold (1966, 1977, 1980) has suggested that unit stream power is strongly related to

sediment transport and geomorphic effectiveness. [In this report, the term "unit stream power" is used

as defined by Bagnold, (1966, pp. 5-6) and refers to the power (time rate of energy expenditure)

developed per unit area of bed.] Later workers have also noted strong relations between local stream

power and transport capability (Williams, 1983; Costa, 1983; Baker and Costa, 1987). One expression

of stream power (w) is:

(5)
T V.

An important aspect of the derivation of shear-stress and unit stream-power values is their direct

dependence on the local energy slope (S,). However, many workers utilizing these parameters have

assumed that the channel slope or the water-surface slope is an adequate proxy for the energy slope.

This can introduce significant error; Costa (1987) reported discrepancies of up to 100% between channel

slopes and energy slopes for flash floods in small watersheds. The modeling results for the Bonneville

Flood indicate even larger local discrepancies (e.g. Figs. 30 and 39). The power of the step-backwater

modeling is that in appropriate environments, the local energy slope can be calculated and vastly

improved estimates of local shear stress and stream power can be obtained.

For evaluation of erosional and depositional processes along the Bonneville Flood route, I have

primarily used unit stream power as an index of geomorphic work because of its direct relationship to

local rates of energy expenditure and the flow's physical capability for performing work. In evaluating

the results, however, a couple caveats need to be kept in mind. As mentioned previously, rates of
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energy expenditure and shear-stress values reflect only the potential for geomorphic work; most likely,

very little of the total mechanical energy expenditure is applied to performing geomorphic work. Most

of the mechanical energy of the flow is undoubtedly transformed into thermal energy associated with

frictional and viscous heating. Moreover, the veracity of the unit stream-power calculations depend on

the quality of the modeling. In reaches of poor-quality modeling, the calculated stream power values

may not be representative of actual flow conditions. Even in reaches of satisfactory modeling, step-

backwater calculations only provides a partial characterization of the actual flow conditions; flow

momentum is not considered, all flow is considered to be strictly in the downstream direction, complex

conditions involved with flow around bends are not adequately treated, and each cross section is

considered to have a uniform energy slope for the entire width. Natural flows are highly complex and

tractable treatments necessarily make multiple simplifying assumptions. Nevertheless, the step-

backwater modeling provides an important "first cut" analysis of local flow hydraulics and their spatial

variations that represents a step forward in analyzing the relationship of flood hydraulics and erosional

and depositional processes.

Calculated unit stream-power magnitudes for the Bonneville Flood vary several orders of

magnitudes. Maximum unit stream-power values within a cross section varied from less than 10

wattsm -2 to more than 100,000 wattsm -2. The highest unit stream-power values are associated with

the constrictions; several locations experienced maximum unit stream-power values greater than 25,000

watts m -2 (Table 3). For comparison, maximum calculated unit stream-power values for historic floods

in bedrock rivers range up to about 20,000 watts-m -2. Maximum unit stream power for the largest of

the Missoula Floods achieved values of 250,000-300,000 watts m -2. In contrast, the largest floods on

the alluvial Amazon and Mississippi Rivers have produced unit stream powers of only about 12

watts m -2 (Baker and Costa, 1987).

In concert with the spatially-varied nature of energy loss, unit stream-power magnitudes were

highly varied within most reaches. For example, within the constricted portion of the Swan Falls reach,



Table 3: Maximum flow conditions at some major constrictions.

Location Slope Velocity Depth Shear Stress Stream Power

(m-sec-1 ) (m)

(14.4 .n1 -2) (watts.m.2)

Grande Ronde 0.001688 30.4 104.6 1730 52641

China Garden 0.001062 26.5 120.2 1251 33114

Pittsburg Landing 0.002235 41.2 133.8 2931 120863

Klopton Creek 0.000843 28.1 156.2 1290 3640

Farewell Bend 0.00953 23.0 105.8 987 22728

Walters Bar 0.001621 24.0 75.4 1198 28710

Initial Point 0.001359 25.0 91.8 1223 30604

Swan Falls 0.001954 31.0 96.7 1851 57461

Bliss Darn 0.002397 33.3 91.9 2159 71825

Hagerman 0.002242 23.4 56.9 1250 29225

Thousand Springs 0.002120 26.6 72.0 1494 39699

Niagara Springs 0.002763 31.2 75.2 2035 63545

Rock Creek 0.002003 37.1 123.9 2431 90148

Hansen Bridge 0.002106 32.0 96.7 1995 63802

Munaugh Reach 0.001459 30.5 120.5 1722 52481

Milner Dam 0.002510 18.3 39.5 972 17800

Goose Lake 0.006350 14.4 26.2 1700 24414

East of Eden Potholes 0.008386 13.8 20.7 1705 23584

Red Hill 0.004516 15.8 49.2 2175 34349

Portneuf Narrows 0.001854 28.2 87.9 1596 45003

Marsh Creek Fan 0.002042 23.4 62.4 1248 29209

Red Rock Pass 0.001971 24.3 66.4 1282 31131

112
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maximum c:ross-sectional values of unit stream power varied from over 30,000 watts-m -2 to less than

10,000 watts•m -2 over short distances in several locations. Within the wider portions of the flow,

maximum unit stream-power values were consistently less than 1000 watts•m -2 (Fig. 54). To a large

extent, these variations control the nature and patterns of erosional and depositional features left by the

flood (Fig. 55). By mapping and measuring patterns of erosion and deposition, this relationship can be

quantitatively evaluated in reaches adequately characterized by the step-backwater modeling.

DEPOSITION AND EROSION

The Bonneville Flood left a distinctive suite of erosional and depositional features (Malde 1968,

pp. 13-22). Large bar complexes, fine-grained slackwater sediments, and scoured and eroded basalt can

all be found at several places along the flood route. Many of the features are similar in scale and

morphology to those left by the Missoula Floods in northern Idaho and eastern Washington (e.g. Bretz

and others, 1956; Baker 1973). However, except for their dimensions, many features are also

reminiscent of those found in association with floods on rivers of all scales. The point bars, pendant

bars, and expansion bars of the Bonneville Flood are readily recognizable because of their similarity to

analogous forms in modern river systems. Likewise, some of the erosional features of the Bonneville

Flood may also have counterparts in modern bedrock rivers, albeit at a more spectacular scale.

The erosional and depositional features of the Bonneville Flood record the physical processes

driven by the local fluid dynamics. The reconstruction of flow conditions afforded by the step-

backwater modeling in conjunction with mapped and measured patterns of erosion and deposition can

locally provide a quantitative link between hydraulic conditions and the resultant flood features. The

general relevance of the step-backwater modeling results for understanding erosional and depositional

processes is illustrated by the correlation of erosional and depositional features with the local hydraulic

conditions predicted by the step-backwater calculations (Fig. 55). It is apparent that spatial variations in

flow conditions were of profound importance in controlling the distribution of flood features. While

Malde (1968) recognized this in qualitative terms, obtaining quantitative estimates of the important
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Figure 54: The spatially-varied nature of important hydraulic parameters as calculated from the step-
backwater modeling for the Swan Falls reach.

a. Water-surface and energy-surface profiles (from Fig. 39).
b. Channel velocity.
C. Maximum unit stream power.
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Figure 55: Maximum unit stream-power values and their spatial variation and relationship to erosional and
depositional features. Indicated areas of erosion are restricted to butte-and-basin scabland topography and
areas where portions of basalt flows have been completely removed. Mapped depositional areas are
expansion and longitudinal bars.
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hydraulic parameters associated with these features provides additional opportunities to understand

Landform development and geomorphic processes. Furthermore, it is this type of empirical data that

allows for testing of deductive, physically-based models of geomorphic processes at scales that are

relevant to the landscape. In the following sections, I will describe some of the pertinent aspects of

many of the erosional and depositional flood features and evaluate the relationships of some the features

and processes in relation to their local hydraulic environments. Major emphasis is placed on the tractive

deposits because of the suitability of the step-backwater modeling for quantitatively evaluating their

depositional environment.

Tractive Deposits and Depositional Processes

Most of the Bonneville Flood deposits are readily recognizable in the field by of the large

scales of their forms and sedimentary structures. Furthermore, they contain a much larger proportion of

basalt clasts than does typical Snake River gravel, giving the flood deposits a distinctive grey

appearance. Genetically, they can be separated into two distinct classes: tractive (bedload) deposits and

suspended-load deposits. The tractive deposits are comprised of clasts that were transported in continual

contact with the bed prior to deposition. Suspended-load deposits (including washload) are comprised

of clasts that were transported higher in the flow column and were supported by flow turbulence and

dispersive contact with other clasts.

Expansion bars, longitudinal bars, point bars, and pendant bars are all constructional forms

comprised of bedload materials. Such features that have been identified are generally confined to, or

immediately downstream of, relatively steep and energetic reaches of the flood route where there were

abundant materials tractively transported. These types of features were deposited within the main thread

of flow. For this reason, tractive deposits are particularly suitable for analysis with step-backwater flow

reconstructions.
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Form, Stratigraphy, and Genesis

Expansion bars and longitudinal bars generally occupy wider portions of the flood route. The

largest depositional features are the expansion bars, such as the bar complex downstream of Pocatello

(Fig. 14), the bars in Hagerman Valley (Fig. 28) and in Melon Valley (Fig. 29), and Walters bar (Fig.

38). They are generally located at transitions between steep and confined segments and wide, ponded,

reaches. They can be several kilometers long and contain immense volumes of materials; the bar

complex in Hagerman Valley is comprised of more than 200 x 106 m3 of material (Malde, 1968, p. 32).

Many of these bars increase in altitude in the downstream direction from an apex near present river

level to altitudes of several tens of meters higher at their crests [e.g. the bars at Melon Valley (Fig. 29)

and Pittsburg Landing (Fig. 45)]. As in the Channeled ScabLand (Baker, 1973, p. 41) many of the

expansion bars have marginal channels incised into their outboard margins. The larger expansion bars

are extensively channeled by anastomosing channel networks that have left a surface morphology of

multiple lenticular bar forms.

Longitudinal bars are narrow, streamlined sediment accumulations that flank and parallel the

main channel. They most commonly occur downstream of constrictions in locally wider canyon

segments [e.g. the bar near Arimo (Fig. 16) and the Initial Point bar (Figs. 36 and 37)]. They are

generally much smaller than expansion bars with axial lengths of one to three kilometers. As with the

smaller expansion bars, there is commonly a marginal channel between the bar crest and the flow

margin.

An important morphologic difference between the longitudinal and expansion bars of the

Bonneville Flood and those of the Missoula Floods is the absence of preserved bedforms on the

Bonneville Flood deposits. Many of the Missoula Flood bars are covered with "giant current ripples"

(Bretz and others, 1956; Baker, 1973, pp. 48-64). These appear as evenly-spaced parallel ridges and

swales transverse to the flow direction. The absence of these features on the Bonneville Flood bars is

most likely due to the very different flood hydrographs of the Bonneville and Missoula Floods.
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Although the Bonneville Flood was of a volume more than twice that of the largest Missoula Flood, its

peak discharge was only 10 to 20% of the Missoula Flood peak. As a consequence, the maximum

Missoula discharges lasted for periods of only days in contrast to tens of weeks for the Bonneville

Flood. Bedforms such as the giant current ripples probably formed on the bars of both the Missoula

and Bonneville Floods. However, in the case of the Missoula Floods, peak discharge dropped so

quickly that the bedforms were preserved in states approximating those at the flow peak. The peak

discharge of the Bonneville Flood dropped much more slowly so that bedforms were constantly in

adjustment to the local hydraulic conditions and any giant current ripples that existed at maximum

discharge were washed out by the time the flow dropped below the bar surface.

The point bars left by the Bonneville Flood are similar in morphology to their namesakes in

modern systems. They are deposited along the insides of channel bends and commonly have a surface

that drops toward the main channel. Some of them may simply be the result of decreased flow velocity

and deposition associated with flow along the inside of a channel bend [for example, the point bars near

Lewiston (Fig. 48)]. However, many of them may also be a consequence of coeval channel migration

associated with erosion along the outside bend. The point bars at Swiss Valley (Fig. 33), upstream of

the Hagerman bar, and upstream of Walters bar are probably the result of such a process. In these

locations, flow was forced around abrupt bends where the outside margin consisted of relatively erodible

alluvial deposits. Furthermore, as discussed in a previous section, the flow modeling results are

consistent with channel enlargement in some of these locations during the course of the flood.

Pendant bars (Malde, 1968, p.44; Baker, 1973, pp. 35-36) are sediment accumulations in the lee

of resistant protrusions into the flow. They are generally narrow and sharp crested with maximum

lengths of one to two kilometers [e.g. the pendant bar downstream of White Butte on Walters bar (Fig.

38)]. In many instances there is a depression surrounding the flow protrusion that separates it by a short

distance from the pendant bar. This erosional moat is often most pronounced in front of the flow
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protrusion and is probably the result of local scour associated with the intensified turbulence set up by

the flow perturbation.

Where exposed, the internal stratigraphy of the tractive deposits is remarkably similar.

Downstream-directed foresets are capped by one to three meters of horizontally-bedded and distinctly

coarser clasts. Measured foreset inclinations range from 15° to 34° and are generally oriented within

300 of the inferred local flow direction (as estimated from the orientation of the channel and local flood

features). Bedding within the foresets is generally indistinct; 0.25 to 1.5-meter thick beds of coarser

beds alternating with finer foresets most commonly serve to define the bedding. Sorting within the

foresets is generally poor with all transported grain sizes, from silt to boulders, deposited. In reaches

where there large amounts of fine materials being transported, the individual foresets take on the

appearance of debris flow deposits. For the wider bars, where there are exposures transverse to the flow

direction, there are trough and fill structures with dimensions of tens of meters. The upper one-to-three

meters of the tractive bars generally consists of better-sorted and coarser materials deposited in

horizontal beds that truncate the tops of the foresets. The clasts within this horizontally-bedded unit are

of sizes similar to the maximum-sized clasts deposited within the foresets. Maximum clast size in the

upper layer and within the foresets invariably decreases downstream within a particular bar.

The stratigraphy of the bars indicates that they form by downstream growth rather than vertical

accretion. The hypothetical model for their formation proposed in Figure 56 is similar to that presented

by Baker (1973, p. 36). The bars enlarge by accreting foresets on their downstream termini from

materials being transported across the bar surfaces. The trough and fill structures in the wider bars

indicate that they may initially grow downstream as a series of fingers with the interfluves being filled

later in the flow; the two series of bars at the downstream end of the Eden Channel (Fig. 21) may

represent such a style of bar formation arrested early in the process.

The poor bedding within the foresets reflects the abrupt change in transport conditions at the

downstream end of the bar. As a particle moving along the top of the bar reaches the bar terminus, it
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encounters a zone of profound flow separation (Fig. 56). Many of the clasts that become involved in

the reverse current in the lee of the bar terminus will rapidly drop out of the flow because of the

dramatically reduced local flow velocity. Continued rapid deposition will trap these closes in

unorganized depositional positions. Because of the extreme turbulence in this flow separation zone, the

bar termini are probably major launching zones of suspended-load materials for closes that escape the

reverse circulation at the bottom of the flow. The crude bedding in the foresets could reflect surges in

the flow or sediment load or the passage of bedforms across the bar surface.

The upper one-to-three meters of horizontally-bedded coarser materials are probably bedload

closes that were travelling along the top of the bars. Because of the simpler hydraulic conditions and the

surface stability, selective entrainment (Komar, 1987) probably has removed most of the finer

component of the clasts, leaving a winnowed or armored surface of oriented cobbles and boulders. This

winnowing process would have occurred continuously at a particular location from the time of bar

growth past that position until the flood stage receded below the altitude required to maintain

downstream-directed flow over the bar. As will be discussed in greater detail, the materials that

comprise the uppermost units probably reflect closely the local flow competence during the time of bar

growth.

Boulder Shape and Fabric

A visually striking aspect of many of the tractive deposits is the strong fabric that is displayed

by the boulders mantling the surfaces (Malde, 1968, p. 32). Bonneville Flood boulders of all sizes

commonly display a systematic orientation and are well rounded. Extensive field and experimental

studies of particle form, roundness, and depositional orientation have been performed with regard to

sand and pebble deposits [see Johansson (1976) for a review]. However, there is little data documenting

fabric development in larger materials. The observation that "large cobbles and boulders generally have

a random orientation" (Blatt and others, 1980, p. 124) reflects an incomplete consideration of the wide

range of scales exhibited by fluvial phenomena. The Bonneville Flood boulders exhibit form, fabric,
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Figure 56: Schematic representation of the flow and sediment transport conditions associated with growth
of tractive bars during the Bonneville Flood. See discussion in text. Some elements of the postulated flow
conditions are taken from Jopling (1963).
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and roundness characteristics very similar to those developed in tractively-transported pebble clasts

associated with smaller fluvial systems and are indicative of similar transport mechanisms.

Boulder measurements at multiple sites along the flood route (Fig. 57) allow for partial

characterization of the depositional fabric. Boulder orientation was measured for the boulders that were

apparently in original depositional positions. Roundness was measured for almost all of the measured

boulders with the use of the visual guide of Powers (1953)(Fig. 58). The data from deposits on the

Snake River Plain is most appropriate for analysis because the boulders are almost invariably basalt

(providing a fairly homogenous sample) and most of the clasts are primary (derived from non-fluvial

sources). Large basalt boulders are a rare component of the normal Snake River gravel population and

the clasts in the flood deposits were most likely derived from talus flanking the canyon walls or from

erosion of basalt flows during the flood.

Sneed and Folk (1958) proposed guidelines for describing particle form (Fig. 59-a). The

Bonneville Flood boulders are fairly evenly distributed among the classes in the upper part of the form

triangle, with modes occurring in the compact-bladed and bladed categories (Fig. 59-b). Some of the

forms are obviously inherited from heterogeneities in the source basalt flows. Many of the large rod-

shaped clasts are transported basalt cooling columns that have retained their polygonal cross sections.

Many of the large plate-shaped boulders are bounded by surfaces that were contacts or irregularities

within the basalt flow stratigraphy.

--Boulder Orientation

Commonly evaluated orientation features are clast inclination (the upstream dip or imbrication

angle) and long-axis orientation with respect to flow direction. Bonneville Flood boulder imbrication is

most generally of the isolate (Johansson, 1976) or scattered (Leopold and others, 1964, p. 210) types

where the larger particles show a preferred upstream inclination but are not in direct contact with each

other (they are not shingled but are oriented within a matrix of smaller clasts). There are also several
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Figure 57: Methods adopted for measuring boulders that are in original depositional positions. At each
measurement site, twenty boulders were measured within an area scaled to boulder size. For the individual
boulders, the lengths of the three muulally perpendicular axes (D1 , D2, and D3) that defined the
volumetrically smallest rectangular solid that completely enclosed the boulder were visualized and measured.
Orientation measurements [compass direction ( h) and inclination (4 2)] were made for the most upstream-
dipping face of the visualized solid.
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Figure 58: Roundness measurement guide of Powers (1953Xfrom Pettijohn and others, 1972, p. 586).
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Figure 59: Boulder forms:
a. Claçsification scheme of Sneed and Folk (1958).
b. Distribution of tractively-deposited Bonneville Flood boulders measured on the Snake River Plain.
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examples of "lodgement orientation--the approximately coplanar sequence or chains of three to five

particles long" (Sedimentary Petrology Seminar, 1965)(Fig. 60). Figure 61-a portrays the inclination

angles for all of the Snake River Plain boulders for which there are orientation data, revealing an overall

concentration of inclination angles between 10° and 40° in a manner similar to most pebble deposits

(Blatt and others, 1980, p. 123). Separating the sample on the basis of form, it is apparent that the platy

boulders are more strongly inclined and at lower inclination angles (Fig. 61-b). The modal inclination

angle class of the platy boulders is 15°-20° compared to 35 °-40° for the compact boulders. This is

expected hydrodynamically for bedload particles tractively transported along the bed and has been

documented in flume studies with pebbles (Johansson, 1976).

Long-axis orientation of the boulders with respect to flow direction can also be extracted from

the field measurements. Their relationship to flow direction was determined by independently

estimating local flow direction from the local channel geometry and the orientation of bar forms. The

dominant orientation of the boulders is transverse to the local flow direction with a weak secondary

preferred orientation parallel to flow (Fig. 62-a). As expected, the elongate clasts are more strongly

oriented (Fig. 62-b).

The overall strong transverse orientation of the Bonneville Flood boulders indicates that they

rolled to their present positions, probably within a flow environment that approached minimum

sustaining transport conditions. Elongate particles transverse to the flow direction are the most

susceptible to entrainment (Johansson, 1976, p. 208) and their presence implies that local hydraulic

conditions were insufficient to initiate further motion. Furthermore, elongate particles deposited in

highly energetic environments (that is, flow normally sufficient to maintain transport) are only stable if

emplaced in a position parallel to flow (because of the smaller area projecting into the flow). In flume

studies with pebbles, Johansson (1976, pp. 229-249) observed that for a given pebble-size distribution, a

long axis orientation perpendicular to flow direction is preferred with minimum transportation rates.

With more vigorous flow conditions, a longitudinal orientation is preferred;
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Figure 60: Photograph of an imbricated sequence of boulders within the Swan Falls reach. Flow was from

right to left.
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Figure 61: Boulder inclination measurements for in-place Snake River Plain boulders.
a. All Snake River Plain boulders.
b. Measurements discriminated on the basis of boulder shape. The platy boulders include boulders from

the compact-platy, platy, bladed, very-platy and very-bladed classes of Figure 59. The compact boulders
are those in the compact, compact-platy, compact-bladed, and compact-elongate classes. Note that both
groups include data from the compact-platy class.
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Figure 62: Long axis orientation with respect to flow direction.
a. All measured in-place Snake River Plain boulders
b. Boulders discriminated on the basis of shape. The platy boulders include the same clases as the data

in Figure 61-b. The elongate boulders include the compact-elongate, bladed, elongate, very-bladed and
very-elongate shape classes. The very-bladed and bladed are included in both sets of portrayed data.
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The strengthening longitudinal mode at an increased tractive force in relation to the
particle size (mass) depends mainly on contacts with other particles at the end of their
trajectories.. ..There is a greater probability that they will stay after [landing] with a
longitudinal alignment and upstream dip.... A final transverse orientation is mainly
due to transport behavior during contact load. (Johansson, 1976, p. 247).

The strong transverse orientation of the Bonneville Flood boulders is indicative of rolling prior to

deposition rather than being deposited from energetic trajectories higher in the flow and that flow

conditions were close to the minimum required for sustained transport for many of the bar surfaces.

--Clast Rounding

Russell (1902, plate XXV-b) noted the "water-worn" nature of the boulder deposits near

Hagerman despite being unaware their genesis. The well-rounded nature of the Bonneville boulders is a

distinct characteristic along the entire flood route. For the boulders on the Snake River Plain, the

rounding is especially dramatic considering the sizes and short transport distances. Average particle

roundness (Fig. 58) was 3.8 with slight variations between reaches (Table 4). There is a slight trend of

decreasing roundness with increasing particle size (Fig. 63). However, this is probably a spurious result,

reflecting a strong relationship between clast roundness and transport distance. Directly determining

transport distances for individual clasts is especially difficult on the Snake River Plain because of the

myriad different basalt flows that contributed clasts to the deposits. However, the Swan Falls reach

provides an opportunity to estimate transport distance for clasts deposited downstream of the

constriction. Flow upstream of the constriction was hydraulically ponded, and there is no evidence of

transport of coarse clasts. Therefore, it is safe to assume that all of the clasts. deposited downstream of

the constriction must have been derived from the constriction or the intervening canyon. Hence, their

distance below the constriction is the maximum distance the boulders could have been transported.

Average boulder roundness plotted against this distance constrains the rate of particle rounding (Fig. 64).

The results indicate rapid rounding, perhaps in an exponential fashion. Ultimate roundness values for

the basalt clasts were achieved within maximum transport distances of 10 to 25 kilometers. Although

the Swan Falls example is crude, the results are in agreement with Malde's (1968, p. 14) qualitative
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Figure 63: Relationship between average boulder roundness and boulder size for all measurement sites
within the Swan Falls and Hagerman reaches.



Table 4: Average Roundness Values.

Reach Average Standard Number of
Roundness Deviation Measurements

Pocatello 3.65 0.49 260

Murtaugh/Burley/Eden 3.52 0.62 280

Hagerman 3.95 0.41 573

Swan Falls 4.14 0.65 640

Hells Canyon/Lewiston 3.16 0.36 245

All Measurements 3.82 0.62 1998
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Figure 64: Boulder roundness plotted against distance downstream from the Swan Fans constriction.
Plotted are average roundness values for the 20 boulders at each measurement site. An estimate of "initial
roundness" was obtained from the site of lowest average roundness value measured on the Snake River
Plain. This site consists of boulders that were probably transported only a few meters from a nearby basalt
ledge.
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assessment based on his recognition of source areas. Furthermore, these results are very similar to

numerous studies evaluating pebble rounding [see Mills (1979) and Sneed and Folk (1958, pp. 126-

129)].

The primary conclusion from the shape and fabric data is that the Bonneville Flood tractive

deposits have characteristics notably similar to those derived from measured for pebbles and cobbles in

flumes and small streams. Despite being difficult to comprehend, the implication is that the 0.5 to 11-

meter Bonneville Flood boulders were transported and deposited by processes analogous to those

observed with tractively-transported pebbles and cobbles in more typical-sized fluvial systems.

Moreover, the bar forms and the fabric data indicate that the clasts mantling the surfaces of the tractive

deposits were probably emplaced under fairly stable flow conditions at or near the limit of sustained

transport.

Analysis of Boulder Transport and Deposition

A major emphasis of the study was to utilize the results of the step-backwater calculations to

evaluate boulder transport and deposition. Coarse-particle transport and flow competence have been

subject to scrutiny by geologists and engineers since the beginning of the century [e.g. the analyses by

Gilbert (1914)] in efforts to understand better the ability of fluid flow to move large particles. The goal

of many of these studies, theoretical and empirical, has been to develop a relationship between some

index of flow strength (e.g. velocity, shear stress, or stream power) and the maximum particle size

transported by the flow. From the perspective of the geologist, such a relationship has potential to be a

powerful tool for paleoenvironmental and paleohydraulic analysis. Baker and Ritter (1975), Costa

(1983), and Williams (1983) have presented relationships between flow strength and particle size that

have been applied for such purposes.

Presently-developed relationships and analyses comprise an imprecise science at best, especially

for particle diameters exceeding a few centimeters. Several factors contribute to this. Foremost

(especially for theoretical analyses) is the difficulty in understanding the highly complex and turbulent
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flow structure at the fluid-bed interface. The interaction between a particle and the flow depends on

many aspects of the channel bottom and the nature of the sediment load. Factors such as particle-size

distribution, particle shape, and grain packing all effect the potential for transport as well as the local

flow structure (Baker and Ritter, 1975; Church, 1978; Costa, 1983; Williams 1983; Komar, 1987;

Komar and Li, 1988).

Additionally, the paucity of consistently obtained data hinders both empirical and theoretical

analyses. The compilation of data by Komar (1987)(Fig. 65) exemplifies the situation. The data are

from many different sources, representing many different scales of flows and particle size distributions.

Furthermore, different properties of the studied systems were measured. Some of the studies reported

the largest or the five or ten largest particles that were moved. Many reported a percentile of the grain-

size population, such as the largest 10%. In some cases particle mass was reported rather than particle

diameter. Critically important is the lack of data for particle sizes larger than 100 cm. Also, different

aspects of the flow were reported and the measurement methods varied. Most studies report direct

measurements of velocity, but many were made at different levels in the flow. The largest particles

included in Komar's compilation are those measured by Scott and Gravlee (1968) associated with a dam

failure on the Rubicon River, California. Here, the flow measurements were made indirectly and the

tractive forces were calculated using the channel slope as a proxy for energy slope. As stated earlier,

this substitution is not always appropriate. In fact, almost all of the unit stream-power and shear-stress

values utili7ecl in these types of compilations are derived with values of channel or water-surface slopes

as opposed to energy slope. Clearly, as many of these workers fully appreciated, the empirical approach

has suffered from a "few apple crates and a few orange trees" (Mackin, 1963, p. 141) getting onto the

graph. Williams (1983), in a similar type of compilation using much of the same data, noted a

significant overlap in stream-power values associated with transport and non-transport for a given size

particle and stated (p. 228) that "there is no general and unique threshold flow for a given [transported]

grain size".
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Figure 65: Compilation of coarse-particle flow competence data by Komar (1%7). See Komar (1987) for
references to data sources.
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The goal of most of these competence analyses is to define the "critical tractive force" or

threshold conditions for initiating particle motion. Nevertheless, much of the data in these relationships

includes flow conditions associated with particles in motion and hydraulic conditions indirectly

calculated in association with depositional positions of clasts. Besides introducing different types of

data into the relationships, this raises an important issue; the processes and conditions associated with

initial particle motion and particle deposition are fundamentally different and need to be more fully

discriminated in discussions of flow competence. There have been classic theoretical and empirical

treatments of initial particle motion (e.g. Gilbert, 1914; Rubey, 1938). However, the findings from these

studies do not especially contribute to understanding processes of particle deposition. Moreover, a flood

deposit is the physical record of deposition, not of initial motion (Church, 1978). There is a multitude

of mechanisms that can introduce particles into a flow and particles can travel significant distances

before being deposited. These factors severely limit the utility of initial motion studies for

paleohydraulic reconstructions.

--Conceptual Framework for the Analysis of the Bonneville Flood Boulders

Boulder deposits left by the Bonneville Flood provide an excellent opportunity to evaluate

empirically boulder deposition with a large and consistently derived data set, thereby eliminating many

of the problems with previous analyses. There were abundnt coarse particles deposited by the flood

with measured diameters spanning two orders of magnitude. For the reaches of the most abundant

deposits (the Swan Falls and Hagerman reaches), the step-backwater calculations probably provide a

reliable characterization of the flow hydraulics.

Furthermore, the Bonneville boulders were evaluated within a more appropriate conceptual

framework that recognizes that they represent depositional conditions; that is, they are postulated to

represent the limit of sustained transport. The hypothesis tested for the Bonneville Flood boulders was

that there is a depositional threshold that applies to the transport and deposition of tractive deposits.
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Simply stated, a particle in transport (it does not matter how or from where that particle initially

moved), will continue to move until the transporting ability (e.g. local values of velocity, shear stress, or

stream power) of the flow diminishes (temporally or spatially) below that necessary to maintain particle

movement. Moreover, the systematic downstream diminution of maximum boulder size on tractive bar

surfaces indicates that this limit of sustained motion is at least partly a function of particle size. Figure

66 illustrates the concept.

There are several assumptions involved in relating the step-backwater modeling results to

boulder size in order to define this relationship. Foremost, the results depend on the quality of the

modeling. For this reason, the primary emphasis is on the Swan Falls and Hagerman reaches where

there are abundant boulders and where the flow reconstructions probably represent peak flow conditions

accurately. Also required for meaningful results from the analysis is that all the measured boulders

were indeed transported. Almost every measurement location was on the surface of a constructional bar

form, requiring that the boulders were transported at least some distance. At the few locations of

boulder accumulations that were not on bar surfaces, boulder measurements were not included in the

analysis unless there were unambiguous indications of movement such as rounding, imbrication, and

some distance between the boulder locations and potential sources.

Also implicit in the analysis is that all the boulders were emplaced by conditions at or near

peak discharge. This is undoubtedly incorrect; many of the measured boulders were probably deposited

at lower discharges during waning phases of the flow. As a result, such boulders would have been

deposited in association with stream-power values lower than those calculated in this analysis (unit

stream-power values almost invariably increase with discharge). Another important assumption is that

there were sufficient boulders of the appropriate sizes entrained in the flow such that the maximum

possible boulder size, representing limiting transport conditions, was deposited at each measurement site.

However, in locations sufficiently removed from areas of entrainment or at locations downstream of

reaches with low transport capability, there was probably an absence of larger particles. This
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Figure 66: Conceptual portrayal of the threshold of deposition. A clast in a flow of declining transport
capability (indicated by the arrow), will continue to move until the transport capability of the flow
diminishes below that to maintain sustained motion. The transport capability may be declining temporally
or spatially (as indicated by the abscissa) and it is presumed that threshold depositional conditions are partly
a function of particle size.
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can result in smaller-than-expected particle sizes associated with the hydraulic conditions at a site.

Figure 67 illustrates both of these potential problems. Importantly though, in both cases, violations of

these two assumptions result in greater estimated stream powers associated with maximum particle size

at a particular site.

Because of this potential for local over-estimation of threshold depositional stream power

values, the primary goal was to define the minimum stream-power value associated with the deposition

of a particular size particle. This is appropriate if the modeling results are accurate and all the measured

particles have been transported because, within the conceptual framework outlined above, it is

impossible to get larger particles at a particular site than those that closely represent the limit of the

ability of the flow, at peak discharge, to sustain motion. Hence, the depositional threshold should be

defined by the lower limit of the data. Furthermore, the modeling strategy of determining the minimum

peak discharge for each reach is consistent with the resulting relationship being one that defines the

minimum stream power associated with deposition of a particular boulder size.

--Boulder Measurements

Boulders were measured at 127 sites within eight of the ten modeled reaches. Of these sites,

75 were in the Hagerman and Swan Falls reaches. Measurement locations were restricted to tractive bar

deposits, primarily expansion and longitudinal bars, because of the suitability of the step-backwater

modeling for reconstructing flow conditions in these environments. Measurement locations were

selected partly on the basis of exposure; however, in order to define most narrowly the minimum

sustaining transport conditions, it was also the intent to include the largest boulders present in the

analysis. For large bars, I made measurements at several locations in order to define downstream

relationships (e.g. Fig. 38).

Two types of measuring methods were used depending on clast exposure. At locations where

boulders were in their original depositional position and well-exposed, measurement areas were laid out
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Figure 67: Local calculated unit stream-power values and boulder sizes for a series of measurements on
two bars within the Swan Falls reach.

a. For Walters bar (Fig. 38), local stream power and boulder size decline systematically in a manner that
may define minimum sustained transport conditions.

b. For Initial Point bar (Figs. 37 and 38), boulder size decreases in the downstream direction; however,
the local calculated stream power does not. Maximum boulder size may not increase in tandem with the
local reaches of increasing calculated stream power because the larger boulders have been deposited at
upstream sites and there are no intervening sources. Consequently, for boulder measurement sites at the
downstream end of the bar, there are larger associated stream-power values than those that would reflect
limiting transport conditions for those size boulders. Furthermore, in comparison with a, associated stream-
power values associated with deposition of the largest boulders on Initial Point bar are significantly higher
that those for Walters bar. It is possible that the entire Initial Point bar, or at least the present surface, was
deposited later in the flow when stream-power values were lower. In this type of situation the calculated
stream powers, associated with peak discharge, for the boulders on Initial Point bar would be larger than
limiting stream power conditions. Importantly, both types of errors lead to overestimation of local stream-
power values associated with limiting transport conditions.
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that approximately encompassed the area of a square with sides ten times the long diameter of the

largest boulders (Fig. 57). This simply served as guideline for determining a reasonable, but scaled,

area to confine the search for the largest boulders. Within each measurement area, the twenty largest-

appearing boulders (in terms of mass) were measured. For each boulder, three axes were measured as

well as the orientation and inclination of the axis that most paralleled the presumed flow direction and

dipped upstream (Fig. 57). Where axes were not completely exposed, generally because of post-flood

loess deposition, minimum axes measurements were recorded.

At measurement sites where the boulders were not in original depositional position, no

orientation data was collected; only axes lengths and boulder roundness were measured for the 20

largest. Almost all of the boulders with diameters less than 100 cm were measured in this manner from

spoil piles at gravel pits or from other disturbed areas. The approximately one-meter thick blanket of

post-flood loess effectively prohibits accurate measurement of smaller boulders in their depositional

position.

--Boulder Size and Local Unit Stream Power Values

The twenty largest appearing boulders were measured at each site in order to insure that the

five largest had been included in the data base (measuring the ten largest appearing boulders would

probably have been sufficient). The five largest at each site were determined on the basis of estimates

of boulder mass (for an ellipsoid of equivalent axes) and then the average intermediate diameter for

these five boulders was calculated and plotted against the local unit stream-power as calculated from the

step-backwater modeling (as in Figure 53). The data base represents locations with average intermediate

diameters ranging from 10 cm to 624 cm. The largest measured long diameter of a transported boulder

is 1120 cm. These data are by far the largest accumulation of such mensurements for clast sizes

exceeding one meter that have been reported.
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When plotted on semi-log paper, the data from the Hagerman and Swan Falls reaches produce

a well-defined lower envelope that represents minimum unit stream-power values for sustained transport

of the Bonneville Flood boulders (Fig. 68-a). This line can be represented as:

6) - 30(1.00865)";
	 (6)

where D/ is the average intermediate diameter (measured in centimeters) of the five largest boulders at a

site and w is the stream power (watts.m -2) calculated from the local hydraulic conditions derived from

the step-backwater modeling. The same line adequately bounds almost all of the Bonneville Flood

boulder data with the exception of a group of points that represent measurements at Pittsburg Landing in

Hells Canyon (Fig. 68-b). At Pittsburg Landing, as elsewhere in Hells Canyon, the modeled hydraulics

apparently have little relation to conditions that actually occurred during deposition of the large boulders

on this bar. As described above, points plotting above the line may represent deposition occurring at

discharges less than peak discharge or where boulders of sufficient size to represent flow competence at

peak discharge are absent.

An unexpected result of this analysis is the sharply defined upper limit to the unit stream-power

values associated with sites of deposition (Fig. 68). Deposition was restricted to locations that, at peak

discharge, experienced unit stream powers of less than 6000 watts.m -2. Because much greater unit

stream powers were achieved in the flood (up to 100,000 watts.m -2), this limit, at least with respect the

largest particles that were deposited, may reflect an upper limit of the clast sizes that were entrained in

the flow. That is, the maximum deposited particle sizes may reflect upstream critical conditions for

particle entrainment. For example, in the Swan Falls reach, the maximum average intermediate

diameter for a measurement location is 624 cm. The maximum unit stream-power value upstream of

the measurement location was at the Swan Falls constriction where a stream-power value of 57,500

watts.m -2 was achieved. Using Costa's (1983) relationships between particle diameter and entrainment
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stream power (and extrapolating somewhat beyond its data base), the minimum required stream power

to entrain a 6.24 m boulder is between 22,000 and 75,000 watts-m -2, a range that encompasses the

maximum stream power in the constriction. Of course, the maximum particle size deposited may also

reflect structural characteristics of the source materials; e.g. jointing in the basalt flows or the maximum

size of talus blocks. However, the implication of the Swan Falls situation is interesting; critical

entrainment conditions for large particles may be an order of magnitude greater than the conditions

associated with the limit of sustained motion.

--Paleohydraulic Application

If used appropriately, Equation (6) can be applied in conjunction with measured boulder

deposits for paleohydraulic reconstruction of local unit stream power. This relationship was developed

from the deposits and the hydraulics of an extreme event and is most appropriately applied to similar

scale phenomena. The majority of the boulders measured that constrain Equation (6) are of particle

sizes ranging from 50 to 600 cm. Associated flow depths were generally between 20 and 100 meters.

Flow velocities were between 2 and 15 m.sec-I . Equation (6) is probably most valid for conditions

within these limits. Moreover, the relationship only provides a minimum value of stream power; as

discussed above, actual stream power at a site may have been significantly higher than indicated by the

maximum clast size. However, this minimum value is probably reliable and does provide one with an

absolute constraint on the local paleohydraulic conditions.

Equation (6) can provide minimum values of local unit stream power. To obtain other

hydraulic parameters, it is necessary to reconstruct local flow conditions; i.e. the channel geometry at

the time of boulder deposition must be known or estimated. Because local stream-power values used in

formulating Equation (6) were calculated on the basis of step-backwater calculations, it is important to

use a similar method of paleohydraulic flow reconstruction within a known or estimated channel

configuration. For paleohydraulic reconstruction from the use of maximum particle size information, I

recommend performing step-backwater calculations through a reach with multiple sites of measured
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boulders and determine the local unit stream power at each of the measurement sites. Then compare the

calculated stream-power values to those provided by Equation (6) and repeat the process until a

minimum discharge is obtained that results in all of the calculated stream-power values plotting at, or

above, the lower limit of sustained motion. This would presumably be a minimum estimate of the

discharge that could have emplaced the deposits. The more boulder measurement sites used in the

analysis, the more likely it is that the resulting discharge estimate closely matches the peak discharge.

--Comparison with Other Coarse-Particle Transport Relationships

Empirical sediment transport relationships are most commonly assumed to take the form of

power laws (e.g. Costa, 1983; Williams, 1983). For the purpose of comparison, I have portrayed the

Swan Falls and Hagerman measurements in the same manner (Fig. 69). Boulder size has been related

to the hydraulic parameters of local flow depth (Fig. 69-a), local flow velocity (Fig. 69-b), and the

derived parameters of shear stress (Fig. 69-c) and unit stream power (Fig. 69-d). The resulting relations

for the Bonneville data must be viewed cautiously; the Bonneville data were collected and organized

with a goal of defining a lower limit of sustained transport, not average conditions associated with

deposition. M mentioned previously, the boulder deposits probably do not all represent minimum

transport conditions at peak discharge and in many locations, boulder sizes representing maximum flow

competence were probably not present. Nevertheless, there are high correlations (r values) between

boulder size and all of the hydraulic parameters except depth:

d - 22.84" , r - 0.21 ;	 (7)

y - 0.291f:41u° ; r - 0.72
	

(8)
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Figure 69: Power law relationships between average intermediate diameter of the five largest boulders at
a site for the Swan Falls and Hagerman reaches and local calculated hydraulic parameters. Relationships
developed by other workers are also shown over there appropriate ranges.
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T = 0.33D11.12 , r - 0.71,	 (9)

and,

w - 0.1D;11 ; r - 0.72.	 (10)

Also plotted are relationships for coarse particle transport determined by other workers for their

applicable ranges (Baker and Ritter, 1975; Costa, 1983; Williams, 1983). Strict comparisons between

the Bonneville Flood boulder measurements and the other analyses are not completely appropriate

because of the different manners in which the data were treated and the much greater flow depths and

particle sizes in the relations derived from the Bonneville Flood data. Nevertheless, the results stimulate

discussion regarding their differences.

The presented regression lines of Costa (1983) are those that represent regression lines through

the compiled data for unit stream power and shear stress (Figs. 69-c,-d). He states that parallel lines

under the data (not shown in Figure 69) represent minimum entrainment values and are more

appropriate for paleohydraulic analysis; however, for a more valid comparison with lines drawn through

the Bonneville Flood data, only the lines through the data are shown. The lines of Williams (1983)

represent those drawn under the data of observed particle motion and, for shear stress and stream power,

plot in similar positions to Costa's minimum entrainment lines. The lines of Costa (1983) and Williams

(1983) are similar because they are based, to a large extent, on the same data. Baker and Ritter (1975)

restricted their analysis to shear-stress conditions and their relationship is a regression line through the

data. There is also overlap in the data used by Baker and Ritter (1975) and the studies of Costa and

Williams; however, the Baker and Ritter data base is unique in that it includes measurements from the

Missoula Floods (Baker, 1973).
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With the exception of Williams' minimum velocity relationship (Fig. 69-b), all of the lines

developed from the other studies plot above the regression lines through the Bonneville Flood data. For

the shear-stress and stream-power relationships (Figs. 69-c,-d), the lines of Costa (1983) and Baker and

Ritter (1977) predict hydraulic conditions an order of magnitude greater than indicated by the Bonneville

Flood data. The shear stress and stream power relationships of Williams (1983) and Costa (1983)(not

shown) that represent minimum entrainment conditions predict local hydraulic conditions two to five

times greater than the Bonneville data.

The reasons for the differences are most likely manifold. However, there are two important

factors: (1) the difference that must exist between the flow strength necessary to initiate particle motion

and that needed to sustain motion; and (2), the use of energy-slope values (instead of water-surface or

channel slopes) in the calculation of the hydraulic parameters associated with the Bonneville Flood data.

As discussed previously, most of the data utilized in the compilations of Baker and Ritter (1975), Costa

(1983), Williams (1983) was collected specifically to obtain critical conditions associated with initial

particle motion (nevertheless, the collected data in fact represent a large range of conditions). Critical

entrainment conditions are undoubtedly more intense than those associated with maintaining particle

motion. Hjulstriim (1935, p. 320) and Sundborg (1956, p. 181) reported critical entrainment velocities

1.5 to 2 times greater than velocities associated with deposition of pebble and cobble dasts. This factor

could account for a large measure of the difference between the Bonneville Flood data and the earlier

compilations.

However, the most important difference between the data sets is the use of local energy-slope

values in calculating the hydraulic parameters associated with Bonneville Flood boulder measurement

locations. For deposition to occur, flow competence must be decreasing, either temporally or spatially.

In hydraulic terms, flow must be either non-uniform or Unsteady. Along the route of the Bonneville

Flood there is little doubt that boulders are deposited in reaches of significantly reduced stream power

and energy slope (Fig. 55). Spatial variability in the flow was the primary factor in controlling
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deposition. Furthermore, the energy slope can vary dramatically in very short distances; within the

Hagerman reach, the calculated energy slope spans two orders of magnitude. Utilizing the channel slope

or the water-surface slope (Fig. 12) as a proxy for local energy slope implicitly assumes uniform flow

conditions. Such an assumption is contradictory to the physical evidence being evaluated and is

probably a major source of error in evaluating the local flow parameters that control depositional and

erosional processes. Step-backwater calculations, in appropriate hydraulic and hydrologic environments,

provide at least a first-order accounting of spatial variations in local flow conditions and should provide

more realistic local values of the important hydraulic parameters associated with coarse-particle

deposition.

Suspended Load Deposits

The suspended load of a flow consists of the entrained particles that are not in continual contact

with the bed, but are supported by the flow energy and dispersive stresses (Bagnold, 1966). Materials

in suspension have been divided into two categories; the suspended load per se, and the washload.

Qualitatively, the suspended load can be thought of as those particles whose positions in the flow

column are maintained by upward-directed momentum flux (Bagnold, 1966) and is a function of flow

energy. The washload is the finest sediment faction and is considered to have been completely

incorporated within the flow structure, moving at the same velocity as the flow and at equal

concentrations throughout the flow column. The quantity of washload appears to be more dependent on

geologic factors (sediment supply) rather than flow competence (Einstein and others, 1940; Komar,

1979).

These two components of sediment load were apparently both present in the Bonneville Flood

and are manifest in two different depositional facies. Eddy deposits consist of materials derived from

the suspended load and are found in tributary mouths, canyon wall reentrants, and other locations of
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flow separation. Slacicwater sediments probably represent accumulations of the washload and are only

found in wide, backflooded basins and tributary valleys where the flow was essentially stagnant.

Eddy Deposits

Accumulations of the suspended load are found in areas of marked velocity reduction; most

commonly in tributary mouths, downstream of projections into the flow, and in canyon wall reentrants

(Baker, 1973, pp. 36-39; Webster and others, 1982). These are areas of flow separation, where

streamlines diverge from the main thread of flow in the channel and become involved in recirculation

zones or eddies (Fig. 70). Consequently, these are also areas of significantly reduced velocity, allowing

for rapid deposition of a large portion of the suspended load. Sediments are continuously pumped into

these recirculation zones as long as the main thread of flow retains the competency required to maintain

a suspended load. This is an important process in creating local sand accumulations in bedrock rivers

(Schmidt, 1986). Because eddy deposits can be formed at all altitudes in the flow column, they have

been critical to the hydraulic analysis of the Bonneville Flood by providing minimum estimates of

maximum flood stage. Along the Bonneville Flood route, recognized eddy deposits are restricted to

reaches that have high velocities and high average unit stream-power values.

--Form, Stratigraphy, and Depositional Environment

Eddy deposits occur in a variety of configurations depending on local geometric control of the

flow recirculation pattern within a flow separation zone. However, a typical case is that of a deposit at

the mouth of a tributary valley or canyon reentrant. An example occurs in the Swan Falls reach near

the Initial Point bar (Fig. 37). In these situations, eddy deposits are commonly characterized by a ridge

of relatively coarse sediments proceeding downstream from the point of flow detachment. This ridge

may either completely block the tributary valley or a small opening may remain at the downstream end.

Behind this ridge, up the tributary valley or within the canyon reentrant, there are generally finer and

better-sorted deposits. The ridge of coarser sediments probably represents the eddy front, the shear zone
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Figure 70: Schematic representation of flows conditions associated with the formation of eddy deposits.
Length of flow vectors represents relative flow velocities. Some of the vocabulary is from Schmidt (1986).
The situation portrayed is thought to correspond to conditions associated with formation of the eddy bar near
the Initial Point bar (Fig. 37).
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between the main thread of downstream-directed flow and recirculating flow involved in the eddy (Fig.

70).

Another common form of eddy deposits, especially in Hells Canyon, are gravel and sand

accumulations on the upstream sides of small divide crossings marginal to the main channel. There are

examples of such deposits at Pittsburg Landing (Fig. 43) and near Dug Bar (Fig. 44). In these

locations, the tops of the eddy deposits are graded to the bottom of the divide.

The best exposures of eddy deposits are within the Snake River Plain where they have been

extensively exploited as gravel sources. In these locations, they are composed of well-sorted basaltic

sand and gravel deposited in chaotically-oriented festoon crossbeds (Fig. 71). The large crossbeds and

the multitude of bed orientations are probably evidence of changing flow patterns within the

recirculation zone as the deposit grew and flood-stage changed. The particle size distribution is a

consequence of the competence of flow in the main channel (as will be discussed in a later section). In

Hells Canyon, the eddy deposits are primarily angular gravel derived from local sources. Exposures are

rare; observations at a few locales indicate that they are poorly sorted and are deposited in inclined beds

dipping away from the main channel.

Slackwater Deposits

In wide basins and other ponded areas along the flood route, there are accumulations of

laminated clay, silt, and sand (Fig. 72)(Malde, 1968, p. 19; Webster and others, 1982; Othberg and

Fosberg, 1989; Scott, 1989, personal communication). Such deposits in the Channeled Scabland have

been the subject of significant discussion with respect to their interpretation regarding depositional

process and multiplicity of flood events [See Baker and Bunker (1985) for a recent review]. Along the

Bonneville Flood route they are simply interpreted to have been deposited in areas of flow stagnation or

quiescence and to represent the washload component of the suspended load. However, in some

locations (e.g. the Grande Ronde River Valley) they appear to grade (texturally and spatially) to eddy

deposits near the main thread of flow so the distinction is not always clear.
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Figure 71: Photograph of an eddy deposit exposure within the Hagerman reach. Coarse sand to 3-4 cm
gravel deposited in festoon crossbeds. Larger clasts of less dense materials are also present.
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Figure 72: Weathered slacki.vater deposit exposure near the Boise River. Comprised primarily of silt and
very-fine sand.
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--Form, Stratigraphy, and Depositional Environment

Slackwater deposits are only found in areas that would have been inundated by essentially

standing water. These include the northern margin of the Burley Basin (Fig. 3)(Scott, 1989, personal

communication), the King Hill Basin (Ma lde, 1968, p. 19), some of the flooded basins between the

Hagerman and Swan Falls reaches, backflooded valleys between the Swan Falls and Farewell Bend

(Othberg and Fosberg. 1989). and in areas near Lewiston. The largest accumulations appear to be

between Swan Falls and Farewell Bend where the backflooded Boise, Payette, and Owyhee River

Valleys are mantled by fine-grained laminated sediments at altitudes less than 730 m (2400 ft) (Othberg

and Fosberg, 1989).

The distribution of slackwater sediments is restricted to areas of ponded water; however an

upstream source of washload also appears to be an important factor. Most of the sediment that

comprise the deposits appears to be reworked loess, although there are sandier layers that contain

significant amounts of basalt grains. Loess is ubiquitous on the Snake River Plain with thicknesses

exceeding several meters in many locations, especially on the eastern part of the Plain (Lewis and

Fosberg, 1982; Pierce and others, 1982). The loess is comprised of particle sizes ranging from fine silt

to very-fine sand (0.008-0.125 mm) with greater than 50% of the distribution being in the coarse silt

(0.031-0.062 mm) class (Lewis and Fosberg, 1982). Major entrainment of loess by the flood probably

occurred over the broad basaltic uplands north of Massacre Rocks and along the route of Eden channel

(Fig. 3). In these reaches, velocities were high and the flow was over wide swaths of thick loess

deposits that mantle the basalt. Consequently, the major depocenters of slac.kwater sediments are in

areas downstream from these source areas. The hydraulically ponded area upstream of the Portneuf

Narrows has no significant accumulations of slackwater deposits because the flow in this reach was

probably devoid of washload.

The most typical stratigraphic style of Bonneville Flood slacicwater sediments are thin- to

several-meter thick accumulations of bedded clay- to sand-sized particles passively deposited over the
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prior ground surface, generally unaltered loess. Bedding and particle size vary. The finer fraction

(clay- and sill-sized particles) generally exhibit planar laminae and weather to a blocky structure

developed along sandy parting planes (Fig. 72). The coarse silt and sand-sized sediments generally

exhibit ripple-drift cross-lamination indicating rapid deposition (Jopling and Walker, 1968). Exposures

closer to the Snake River are generally coarser and exhibit more energetic sedimentary structures than

do more distal sites.

--Rhythmites

A distinct type of slacicwater deposit fades is the rhythmite deposits (Figs. 73, 74, and 75).

These are multiple sequences of silt and sand (and locally gravel) deposited in a distinctly repetitive

fashion. Each sequence grades up from plane-laminated coarse sand to ripple-laminated sand and silt.

Within many of the ripple laminated sequences, ripple orientations indicate reversing (at least 900) flow

directions (Fig. 75). Tops of many of the rhythmites have flame structures that protrude into the

overlying sequence and some rhythmite sequences are intruded by elastic dikes. The lower boundaries

of the rhythmites are generally conformable although locally there is evidence of some erosion into the

underlying sequence. Rhythmites in the Lewiston area portray cut-and-fill relationships with the fill

sequences generally composed of thinner rhythmite sequences (Fig. 73).

There are two areas where rhythmites are exposed; in a backwater area near the town of

Hammett, downstream of the Hagerman Reach (Figs. 28, 74, and 75), and in the Lewiston area (Figs.

48 and 73). The rhythmites in the Lewiston area have been subject to scrutiny because of their potential

relationship to the Missoula Floods (Waitt, 1985; Webster and others, 1982). The Hammett rhythmites

are somewhat coarser and thinner than the Lewiston-area rhythmites; however, their general

se-dimentologic styles are very similar.

The Quaternary stratigraphy and the distribution of rhythmites near Lewiston is complex and

not well-understood. Many of the coarse tractively-lain deposits interpreted to be Bonneville Flood

deposits are overlain by rhythmite sequences (Fig. 73). Rhythmite deposits of various types are
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Figure 73: Photograph of rhythmites on top of Bonneville Flood tractive sediments (Tammany bar) in the
Lewiston area. Rhythmite section is about 10 meters thick and is comprised of about 12 rhythmites.
Section is capped by about one meter of post flood loess.
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Figure 74: Rhythmite sequence near Hammett [at the downstrearn end of the Hagerman reach (Fig. 28)].
Note rock hammer for scale.
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Figure 75: Photograph of a single rhythmite within the Hammett deposit exhibiting typical stratigraphic
sequence of plane-laminated coarse sands grading up to trough-crossbedded fine sands and silts.
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extensive within the Lewiston basin (Lupher, 1944; Webster and others, 1982) and I have observed them

at altitudes up to 347 m (1140 ft). Some deposits contain granitic boulders that are probably ice-rafted.

The rhythrnites in the Lewiston area have been interpreted (Waitt, 1980, 1985; Webster and others,

1982) to be equivalent to the Touchet Beds downstream (Bretz, 1929; Baker, 1973 pp. 42-47) and are

inferred to have been deposited in association with backflooding up the Snake River during one or more

of the great Missoula Floods (Webster and others, 1982). Waitt (1980, 1985) has hypothesized that

each individual rhythmite represents a separate Missoula Flood.

Some of these Lewiston-area rhythm ite sequences may have been deposited by the Missoula

Flood(s), especially the deposits that contain ice-rafted boulders. Nevertheless, I suspect that many of

the rhythmite sequences below 340 m (1040 ft) were deposited by the Bonneville Flood. I have found

no evidence of temporal hiatuses between individual rhythmites capping the Bonneville tractive deposits

or between the rhythmite deposits and the Bonneville Flood tractive deposits.

The character of the rhythmite sequences varies within the Lewiston basin and it is not clear

that they are all genetically or stratigraphically related. The rhythmite sequences directly on top of the

bouldery Bonneville Flood deposits are fairly coarse (silt, sand, and some gravel lenses) and extensively

channeled, indicative of a fairly energetic environment. It is difficult to understand how Missoula

bad:flooding, from the constriction at Wallula Gap 300 km downstream (Fig. 1), could allow for such

an apparently energetic depositional environment. Similar appearing rhythmite sequences in the Grande

Ronde River Valley, in the upstream portion of the Lewiston reach, contain abundant clasts of rock

types present in Hells Canyon and appear to grade to a large eddy deposit at the valley junction with the

Snake River, indicating that they were deposited by the Bonneville Flood. Furthermore, the rhythmites

near Hammett were undoubtedly deposited by the Bonneville Flood, indicating that a single event is

capable of emplacing multiple rhythmites.

The sedimentology of the rhythmite sequences in both the Hammett and Lewiston areas appears

to require ponding with repeated small flow surges to produce the systematically repeating sequence of
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deposits and reversing current directions. The relationships in the Lewiston area, where rhythmites are

deposited directly on top of tractive deposits imply, if they were deposited by the Bonneville Flood, a

dramatic change in the local hydraulic environment. Such a change could have been produced by

temporary damming of the flood route. A possible mechanism for temporary damming is landsliding

contemporaneous with the flood. There are abundant major landslides along the flood route, many of

them probably triggered by the flood. A major landslide complex is immediately downstream of

Tammany Bar. Here, a large section of the valley margin has slid along a 70 m-high, 3.5 km-long

headscarp (Fig. 48). At an exposure at the toe of the landslide, chaotic and poorly sorted deposits are

mixed with large blocks of fluvial sediments, some of them rotated. The fluvial sediments are similar to

typical Bonneville Flood deposits, indicating landslide movement coincident with the flood. The

sequence of rhythmites directly on top of Tammany bar, as well as those upstream, could be the result

of temporary damming and ponding of the flood as a result of this landslide. The rhythmite sequence at

Hammett is also immediately upstream of a large landslide that may have formed or been activated

during the flood. Temporary dams have also been postulated for the emplacement of the Missoula

rhythmites (Allison, 1933).

Full understanding of the depositional environment(s) represented by the rhythm ites requires

further study. If they were formed in conjunction with temporary landslide dams, a mechanism still

needs to be proposed that explains the repetitive nature of sediments. If they are uniquely the result of

repeated flooding, the presence of Bonneville Flood rhythmites at Hammett and perhaps in the Grande

Ronde River Valley needs to be accounted for.

Hydraulic Conditions Associated with the Suspended Load

The hydraulic conditions associated with depositing the suspended load and slackwater deposits

cannot be directly estimated from the step-backwater calculations. In defining the channel geometry for

the hydraulic flow reconstructions, areas of flow stagnation and separation were purposely excluded;

however, it is in these areas where suspended load deposits are formed. Nevertheless, previous analyses
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of flow conditions responsible for entraining clasts into suspended load and for the development of

sedimentary structures preserved in the slack-water sediments provide indirect assessments of local

conditions for suspended-load entrainment and deposition that can be compared to the seclimentology of

the deposits and to general calculations of local flow conditions.

Bagnold (1966) proposed that the suspended sediment load (including the washload) in a flow

is produced by local elements of net upward-directed momentum flux within the flow that opposes the

gravitational tendency for particles to settle. Bagnold (1966) expressed this balance, rearranged by

Komar (1980), as:

u
s k

where ws is the settling velocity for a particular grain size, u. is the shear velocity, and k is a constant

that discriminates between bedload and suspended load transport modes for a particle of settling velocity

ws.. The shear velocity is thought to be representative of upward-directed velocity components of

turbulent eddies and is a function of boundary shear stress;

(12)

where p is the density of the fluid and T is the shear stress as defined in Equation (4). Equations (11)

and (12) can be combined to yield:

2
Pw,	 (13)
k2
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where ; is the critical shear stress value for initiating suspension. Bagnold (1966) and Komar (1980)

propose a k value 1.25 for the threshold for entrainment of materials into suspension. Furthermore,

Komar (1980) suggests k values in the range of 0.05 to 0.10 for discriminating particle sizes

incorporated into the washload. The latter threshold range is counter to the-conceptual notion that the

washload is more related to geological conditions than to flow competence; however, it seems to

characterize the existing data on the washload component of measured flows (Komar, 1980). With these

Limits, the conditions of the Bonneville Flood can be evaluated (Fig. 76), realizing, of course, that

significant extrapolation is involved.

Maximum shear stresses achieved by the Bonneville Flood were on the order of 2500 N.m -2

(Table 3). In the steeper reaches, the modeling results indicate sustained values of over 1000 N.m -2 for

several kilometers. Such values would have allowed entrainment of clasts with diameters up to 10 to 20

cm as suspended load. Washload would have been restricted to sand-sized materials (less than 1.5-2.0

mm). Despite the uncertainty and extrapolation involved in this type of analysis, these results are

consistent with the particle sizes incorporated in the eddy deposits and the slackwater sediments.

Local depositional conditions at sites of slackwater sediment accumulation can be estimated

from studies relating current ripple formation to local hydraulic conditions. Middleton and Southard

(1984, pp. 280-295) have shown that ripples in sand will form under average flow velocities of 0.2 to

1.0 m.se,c1 . Allen (1968, p. 144) suggests corresponding unit stream-power values of 0.1 to 1 watts.m"

2. These values seem reasonable for the ponded areas of the Bonneville Flood and are indicative of the

extremely low energy levels achieved along some parts of the flood route. Indeed, considering the

complete spectrum of Bonneville Flood deposits, unit stream-power values spanned almost five orders of

magnitude in depositing clasts with diameters ranging from 104 to 103 centimeters.
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Figure 76: Local shear stress values associated with the entrainment of suspended load (washload and the
suspended loadper se). Maximum Bonneville Flood shear stresses are predicted to have entrained washload
particles up to about 1 mm and suspended clasts of 10 to 20 cm. These values are consistent with the
maximum particle sizes observed in the slackwater deposits and the eddy deposits. Thresholds were
calculated from Equation 12. The relationship between particle diameter and fall velocity (ws) was obtained
from Raudkivi (1976, p. 10). After Komar (1980).
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Erosional Features and Processes

Some of the most impressive of the Bonneville Flood features are the eroded landscapes that

developed along the flood route. Gilbert (1890, p. 176) drew his analogy between the "Bonneville

river" and the Niagara River on the basis of some of these erosional features developed on basalt in

Marsh Creek Valley. MaIde (1968, p. 20) provides a general description of "scabland" features on the

Snake River Plain, and in particular, describes (pp. 25-30) the erosion features near Twin Falls where

extensive erosion into the basalt flows has produced large cataracts (Fig. 11) and butte-and-basin

topography. These types of erosional features seem to be best preserved and recognized on basalt.

Undoubtedly other rock types, especially in Hells Canyon, were also extensively eroded; however,

preservation of definitive evidence of fluvial erosion is rare in non-basaltic rocks.

Scabland Topography

Bretz (1923) applied the term "sc,abland" to the craggy and eroded basalt complexes associated

with the Missoula Floods, noting the uselessness of these areas for agriculture. Similar landscapes are

present along the Bonneville Flood route. Indeed, the limits of the Bonneville Flood in the Eden

channel can be delineated fairly precisely from a land-use map. Here, ownership of scabland tracts has

almost invariably been retained by the Bureau of Land Management (and is a haven for off-road

vehicles) in an otherwise intensely cultivated region.

There are different 'facies' of scabland. The most abundant along the Bonneville Flood route

are areas of intact basalt surfaces that have had their loessal cover removed. These stripped basalt have

only a thin (less than about one meter) veneer of post-flood loess and often there are scattered boulders

and small gravel accumulations in local depositional areas. Large portions of the Eden channel were

stripped of the loess cover (Fig. 26). Indicative of more intense erosion are areas of butte-and-basin

scabland topography; where portions of the uppermost basalt flow(s) have been completely removed.

The remaining topography is of knobs or mesas of basalt surrounded by closed depressions [e.g. near

the Rock Creek constriction (Fig. 31)]. The East of Eden potholes (Figs. 26 and 27) are an extreme
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case of butte-and-basin scabland. In the Portneuf narrows, entire basalt flow units along the valley

bottom were removed in some channel segments (Fig. 7). The most intense erosion was probably

associated with development of the cataract complexes. These are large channels incised into the basalt

that head in (multiple) horseshoe-shaped headcuts (Fig. 11)(Baker and Komar, 1987). Several cataract

complexes developed where flow from the Eden channel spilled into the Snake River Canyon between

physiographic Twin Falls and the upstream end of the Hagerman reach. Cataracts are also found in the

Massacre Rocks area and in the Crane Falls vicinity (Malde, 1968, pp. 37-40).

Erosion Processes

Processes that erode bedrock are not well understood because they occur at temporal scales

inconvenient for observation; either operating over extremely long time periods at very slow rates, or

over extremely short periods at very high rates. Even if one was fortunate enough to be in the proper

place at the proper time to witness bedrock erosion, the magnitude of the forces involved would defy

direct measurement. As a consequence, there is very little quantitative information regarding erosional

thresholds for natural bedrock fluvial systems. However, erosional features along the Bonneville Flood

route can, in certain places, be related to local hydraulic conditions calculated from the step-backwater

modeling results. In the right circumstances, these observations can be combined with theoretical

understanding of hydraulic and geomorphic systems to attain a greater understanding of some of the

erosional processes and thresholds.

Baker and Komar (1987) qualitatively described the development of channeled scabland as a

five-phase process involving different erosional mechanisms (Fig. 77). The erosional evolution

described by Baker and Komar (1987) is similar to observations made in flumes with simulated bedrock

fluvial systems (Shepherd and Schumm, 1974). Erosional mechanisms thought to be important in

scabland development include longitudinal roller vortices and "kolks". Kolks (Matthes, 1947; Baker,

1984) are vertical vortices, like dust devils, and are thought to be capable of extensive erosion.
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Figure 77: Hypothetical sequence of erosion for the development of scabland topography. Phase I
represents initial pre-flood topography of loess-covered basalt flows. Phase II is the removal of the loessal
cover leaving a stripped basalt surface. Phase III and IV represent the development of basin-and butte
topography, perhaps in association with kolks and cavitation. Phase V is the creation of an integrated
channel. In the Bonneville Hood, flood-formed channels are generally restricted to cataracts that migrated
headward from the canyon rims. However, the East of Eden potholes may represent incipient canyon
formation associated with local scour. From Baker and Komar (1987).
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--Cavitation

Mother process that is important in bedrock fluvial systems and was probably a major

erosional agent in both the Bonneville and Missoula Floods is cavitation (Barnes, 1956; Baker, 1984,

Baker and Costa, 1987). Furthermore, the F2st of Eden potholes (Figs. 26 and 27) might be the

physical manifestation of such a process on a large scale. Cavitation as a geologic process has not

received much attention; most of the available information comes from the engineering literature and its

operation in natural systems is not well-understood. However, it has been documented as being

responsible for erosion of dam spillways and has been postulated to initiate potholes in bedrock channels

(Barnes, 1956). Cavitation bubbles (of water vapor) form where the local fluid pressure becomes less

than the vapor pressure of the fluid. Areas of reduced velocity pressure are associated with areas of

local velocity perturbations; as the fluid accelerates around roughness elements, local fluid pressure

decreases correspondingly. In deep and fast flows and where there are local velocity perturbations, local

fluid pressure can drop to the vapor pressure and allow the formation of cavitation bubbles. When these

bubbles move to zones of greater fluid pressure (decreased velocity or increased depth), they become

unstable and implode. The attendant forces have not been measured in natural systems; however,

minimum local pressures of 30,000 bars (bars are dimensionally equivalent to I•I-m -2
) have been

documented in small-scale experiments (Barnes, 1956).

Approximate conditions in which cavitation will occur can be determined by considering two

fluid elements in a flow column, one at the top of the flow and the other near the bottom [the following

discussion is partly taken from Barnes (1956)]. If the flow is hydrostatic (not a completely appropriate

acsumption for this analysis, but the results should be of the correct magnitude), the mechanical energy

of the two fluid elements is equal and the conditions for which cavitation will occur can be described by

a form of the Bernoulli Equation;
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where: y1 	is the velocity of an fluid element at the top of the flow (assumed to equal the
mean flow velocity,

	d
	

is the flow depth,

	

Pt
	 is the atmospheric pressure,

	V 2
	 is the local, accelerated, velocity at the point of cavitation (assumed to be near

the bottom of the flow, and,

	P2	 is the fluid vapor pressure.

Basically, Equation (14) prescribes the conditions at the bottom of the flow where the local fluid

pressure equals the vapor pressure. The solution to Equation (14) takes the form of:
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where:	 a

b

vc

is inversely related to the magnitude of local velocity perturbations,

is a function of environmental factors such as atmospheric pressure, fluid
density, and temperature, and,

is the threshold mean flow velocity above which cavitation can be expected to
occur.

For hemispherical projections into the flow, local velocity anomalies of 1.5 times the mean

velocity [in terms of Equation (14), vz = 1.5v 1] can be achieved (Rouse, 194.6, p. 32). Other, less fluid-

dynamic shapes may cause local perturbations of 2.4 times the mean velocity (Barnes, 1956). These

factors produce a values of 4.0 and 2.0, respectively, and may be indicative of the range of maximum

velocity accelerations in natural flows. For extremely smooth surfaces, where the local velocity

accelerations are small, a quickly becomes very large, requiring very large mean flow velocities for
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critical cavitation conditions to occur. Postulated environmental conditions for the Bonneville Flood on

the Snake River Plain (an altitude of 1000 m, fluid temperature of 4 •4 0, and clear water) result in a b

value of 8.42. The corresponding solutions are shown on Figure 78.

In Figure 78, flow velocity and depth combinations for which cavitation is likely to occur are

separated from those combinations where cavitation probably does not occur. The area between these

two fields, defined by the different a values (2.0 and 4.0), represent combinations where the potential

for cavitation is dependent on the degree of local velocity accelerations. The rougher the surface, the

more likely it is that cavitation will occur.

The potential for cavitation is also dependent on flow depth; at flow depths less than 10 meters,

cavitation will only occur at flow velocities greater than 6 to 15 m.sec-1 . For flow depths greater than

20 m.sec -1 , the critical cavitation velocity is a power function of depth. Consequently, cavitation is a

process that is scale dependent. Indeed, it is more likely to occur with deep flows because of the close

relationship between critical cavitation velocity and critical flow conditions (Fig. 73).

At flow depths greater than 20 meters, the zone of critical cavitation brackets flow conditions

of minimum specific energy (critical flow)(Fig. 78). For most bedrock stream systems, and probably for

most of the Bonneville Flood route, critical flow is a limiting condition for maintaining stable hydraulic

conditions. In spatially-varied channel geometries where there are resistant boundaries, supercritical

flow cannot be maintained for long distances because locally narrow segments will hydraulically

impound flow to subcritical depths. Therefore, for bedrock stream systems, cavitation is much more

likely to occur in larger systems, ones where flow depths exceed 10 to 20 meters. At flow depths less

than 10 meters, flow conditions well into the supercritical range are required for cavitation to occur.

Erosion by cavitation is likely to be a progressive process. In locations where erosion by

cavitation increases local roughness, continued cavitation will be enhanced by further facilitating local

velocity accelerations. Furthermore, sites of higher fluid pressure, where the cavitation bubbles implode,

are likely to be the slightly deeper areas. These areas will enlarge and deepen as the cavitation
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Figure 78: Conditions associated with potential cavitation on the Snake River Plain. Local bottom velocity
accelerations are presumed to range from 1 3 to 2.4 times the mean flow velocity, depending on local
roughness. Depth-velocity combinations for some of the major Bonneville Flood constrictions (Table 3)
plot well into the field of potential cavitation as dots the site of the East of Eden potholes. The step-
backwater modeling results are constrained by critical flow conditions; the actual conditions at these sites
would probably plot higher into the field of potential cavitation.
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implosions fracture, loosen, and remove pieces of the channel bottom. As they deepen, the enlarging

depressions will become increasingly subject to cavitation implosions because of increasing local fluid

pressure associated with greater flow depths. I envision this process continuing until the scour holes

enlarge and become interconnected to the extent that the local cross section conveyance increases and

the mean flow velocity drops below that necessary to maintain cavitation.

Along the Bonneville Flood route, cavitation probably occurred at all locations that experienced

critical flow. Some of the more intense depth-velocity combinations are shown on Figure 78. However,

it is difficult to identify erosional features that might be uniquely attributable to cavitation. One

exception could be the FAst of Eden potholes (Figs. 26 and 27). The Eden channel is the only portion

of the flood route where there was not a previously-existing canyon. Hence, this situation provides an

unique opportunity to evaluate erosional processes associated with a large discharge on an unchanneled

surface. The East of Eden potholes consist of several pits or depressions, up to 40 m deep, excavated

into the upper basalt flows. Some of them are circular in plan, but some are elongate and oriented

parallel to flow (Fig. 26). These 'potholes' may represent an early stage of canyon formation; if flow in

the Eden channel had continued for longer, these potholes may have coalesced into an integrated canyon

or inner channel, as illustrated in phase V of the model of Baker and Komar (1987)(Fig. 77).

Moreover, the local hydraulic conditions, as determined from the step-backwater calculations, are

consistent with the occurrence of cavitation (Fig. 78). Because of the comparatively low flow depth and

velocity in the Eden channel, calculated values of maximum unit stream power (23,600 watts.m -2) and

shear stress (1700 N.m -2) were not exceptional with respect to the other constrictions (Table 3).

However, the site of the East of Eden potholes plots well into the field of potential cavitation and,

consequently, very local forces may have been an order of magnitude or more greater. Interestingly,

much of the canyon bottom of the Murtaugh reach, the youngest segment of the Snake River Canyon, is

characterized by abundant potholes of all different sizes, some portions of the low-flow channel appear
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to follow routes of large, interconnected, depressions that may have been formed by cavitation during

the Bonneville Flood. (Fig. 22).

Unit Stream-Power Values Associated with Scabland Topography

Cavitation is the only erosional process that can be evaluated with the step-backwater

calculations. However, empirical observations can provide a feel for the general magnitude of stream-

power values associated with erosional terrains. Comparisons of site-specific stream-power conditions

associated with erosion with values from sites of deposition are illustrative (Fig. 79). Local values of

unit stream-power were calculated for 135 sites of butte-and-basin scabland topography in a manner

similar to that for depositional sites. Stream-power values associated with deposition are directly from

the analysis of the hydraulic conditions at boulder measurement sites.

As expected, in comparison with depositional areas, the population of local unit stream-power

values associated with identifiable erosion (basin-and-butte scabland and eroded basalt flows) is

displaced towards greater values--although there is significant overlap (Fig. 79). Local stream-power

values associated with erosion range from 300 watts.m -2 to 30,000 watts-m -2 . Undoubtedly, erosion

occurred at higher stream-power values as well. In contrast, almost all sites of deposition were

Pssociated with stream-power values less than 6,000 watts.m -2 .

More striking and perhaps more relevant is the overall correspondence of depositional and

erosional sites with reach-scale variations in unit stream-power (Fig. 55). Areas of basin-and-butte

scabland topography (and areas of complete basalt flow removal) are restricted to channel segments of

maximum unit-stream power values. Associated unit stream powers (and these are maximum cross-

section values) are generally greater than 20,000 to 40,000 watts-m -2. This might be a more

representative range of unit stream powers required to significantly erode competent basalt.

Depositional areas are in the intervening reaches of lower stream power.
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Figure 79: Site-specific stream-power values associated with sites of basin-and-butte topography and
tractive deposit deposition. The depositional sites are those used in the analysis of boulder deposition and
are restricted to Snake River Plain locations. The stream-power values associated with erosional sites
should be viewed cautiously; these were probably sites of evolving channel geometry and the re-constructed
hydraulics, associated with the present topography, may not reflect conditions during erosion. Nevertheless,
it is apparent the sites of erosion were generally associated with higher stream powers than depositional
sites.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The setting and physical record of the Bonneville Flood has provided an excellent field

laboratory to investigate (qualitatively and quantitatively) some of the processes associated with an

extreme geomorphic event. Importantly, though, the quantitative aspects of this project have all been

directed by qualitative observations of the field evidence and hypotheses arrived at by analogy with

flood processes that have been observed or inferred for flows of other scales. For the study of the

Bonneville Flood this has been an efficient means of investigation and follows the style advanced by

Gilbert (1886) in the original analysis of Pleistocene Lake Bonneville (Gilbert, 1890). The physical

record of flood features provides a firm grounding for hypotheses of flood processes.

The step-backwater reconstruction of flow conditions furnishes a means to evaluate

quantitatively flood features and processes. Step-backwater calculations are a simplified deductive

treatment of open-channel flow. Similar to many tractable deductive treatments of geomorphic

phenomena, such methods only provide relevant results under certain circumstances. The abundant

geologic evidence of maximum stages along the Bonneville Flood route provides a proving ground that

helps define the limits of applicability for step-backwater calculations in a real geomorphic system.

Working within these limits, some insights can be made regarding the hydrology, hydraulics, and

sediment transport of the Bonneville Flood.

The best discharge estimates along the flood route are at constricted channel segments where

there is good evidence of maximum flood stages in the hydraulically-impounded reaches upstream. The

peak discharge of the flood at the outlet at Red Rock Pass was 1.0 ± 0.15 million m3 •sec-1 . At the

downstream end of the study reach, the peak discharge attenuated to 037-0.62 million m3 -sec-1 . Much

of the attenuation was probably a result of flood-water storage in the backflooded valleys between Swan

Falls and Farewell Bend (Fig. 3).

The highwater evidence and the modeling results provide evidence of the profound spatial

variation in local hydraulic conditions and the non-uniformity in energy expenditure along the flood
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route. Maximum channel stream-power values varied from less than 10 watts-m -2 to 100,000 watts-m -2 .

More than 60% of the flood energy was expended over less than 10% of the flood route. Moveover,

these spatial variations in energy expenditure clearly relate to the distribution of flood features. On the

scale of the modeled reaches, erosional and depositional features correspond to local reaches of

diminished and enhanced energy expenditure. Tractive deposits are found in reaches of declining and

low unit stream-power values (less than 6000 watts-m -2). These types of spatial variations and their

importance for fluvial systems have generally been ignored in quantitative studies of flood processes.

Pursuing this concept will continue to be a fruitful line of research in attaining greater understanding of

fluvial systems, especially those confined by resistant boundaries.

In appropriate settings, the step-backwater calculations can provide estimates of site-specific

hydraulic conditions that can be used for quantitative evaluation of flood processes. Two examples

from the analysis of the Bonneville Flood are: (1) the evaluation of boulder deposition; and (2), the

potential role of cavitation as an important erosional process. In a manner different than previous

analyses of flow competence, the conditions associated with boulder deposition have been distinguished

from the hydraulic conditions and processes responsible for initiation of motion. The deposits left by

the Bonneville Flood provide a large and consistent data base from which to make such an analysis.

The calculated conditions associated with sites of boulder deposition define a limit of sustained transport

that relates to particle size. Tractively-transported boulders were deposited in reaches of declining flow

strength resulting from spatial (and in isolated locations, temporal) changes in channel geometry.

Analysis of cavitation as an erosional process has generally been restricted to the realm of

engineering and man-made structures. However, the hydraulic conditions attained by the Bonneville

Flood indicate that cavitation is a potential erosional process in highly energetic natural environments.

Furthermore, some of the erosional features left by the flood (e.g. the East of Eden potholes) may be
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indicative of cavitation acting as a major erosional process. Cavitation may indeed be an important

process of canyon formation in certain environments.

The hydraulics and features of the Bonneville Flood have similar elements to flows of a wide

variety of scales of different types of fluvial systems. The scabland terrains and the scale of the flood

deposits are like those left by the great Missoula Flood(s) which may have been the greatest Quaternary

flood(s) on earth. The bar forms and particle orientations are similar to those observed for pebbles and

cobbles in flumes and small fluvial systems. The spatial variation in the hydraulics is probably similar

(albeit at a greater scale) to those that occur in all natural resistant-boundary fluvial systems.

The Bonneville Flood was a significant geomorphic event that has left a physical record

conducive to qualitative and quantitative analysis by the methods advocated by both Strahler (1952) and

Mackin (1963). I have proposed that some of the results may be applicable to many aspects of fluvial

systems of all scales. However, these types of analyses results do not provide solutions or the ability to

fully understand nature. They simply provide more questions and suggest additional directions for

further research. If the research was done and presented properly, the pursuit of these questions will

lead incremental increases in our partial understanding of natural systems.
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APPENDIX 1: List of Symbols

a Coefficient related to magnitude of local velocity perturbations in determining the potential for
cavitation (p. 171).

b A factor related to local environmental conditions in determining the potential for cavitation (p. 171).

C Energy-loss coefficient for estimating energy losses associated with channel expansions and channel
contractions (p. 39).

d Flow depth (p. 39; Fig. 12)

D Particle axis length (Fig. 57)

D I Average intermediate axis length for five largest boulders at a measurement site (p. 143).

g Gravitational acceleration (p. 39; Fig. 12).

he Head (energy) loss between a pair of cross sections (p. 39; Fig. 12).

k A constant that discriminates between sediment transport modes (p. 164).

L Reach length between cross sections (p. 39).

n Mannings coefficient of roughness (flow boundary resistance) (p. 39).

p Pressure (p. 171).

R Hydraulic radius (channel cross-sectional area divided by the wetted perimeter) (p. 39).

Se Energy slope (total mechanical energy loss) (Fig. 12).

St Friction slope (energy loss due to flow boundary resistance) (p. 39)

u. Shear velocity (p. 164).

y Flow velocity (p. 39; Fig. 12).

ws Particle settling velocity (p. 164).

z Altitude of channel bottom above an arbitrary datum (Fig. 12).

Œ Velocity-head coefficient (Fig. 12)

4 1 Compass bearing of long particle axis (Fig. 57).

4q Dip of upstream-dipping face of boulder (Fig. 57).



APPENDIX 1 (cont.)

y Specific weight of the fluid (p. 110).

p Fluid density (p. 164).

x Shear stress per unit area of bed (p. 108).

t, Critical shear stress for entrainment (for various transport modes) (Fig. 65; p. 164).

co Stream power per unit area of bed (p. 108).
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